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GENERAL INFORMATION 


'rhiS instruction book contains information for the proper installation, 
operation; and maintenance? of your equipment. We suggest that this 
book be kept handy so that it can be referred to when necessary. 

This equipment is the result of proven engineering design, highest
i" 	 quality materials, and expert workmanship. ,Thorough inspection and 

testing assures you that this equipment will perfo~as expected. 

If you wish to contact your dealer -gT. the factory regarcli.n8' this equip
ment, be sure to supply the, complete MODEL and SPEC.~O., and the 
full serial number of the equipmenf as shown .Qn UlellaDleplate. This 
information is necessary to identify the equipment among the many 
basic and special optional types manufactured. 

I'lANUFACTVRER'S WARRANTY 

The Manufacturer warrants each product of its manufacture to be 
free from defects in material and factory workmanship if properly 
instilled, serviced and o,pcrated under normal conditions aCcord· 
ing to the Manufacturer s in.tructions. 

Manufacturer's obligation under this warranty is limited to cor· 
recting without charge at its factory any' part or parts thereof 
which shall' be retumedto its factory or one of its 'Authorized 
Service Stations, transportation charges prepaid, within ninety 

, (90) days after being put mto service by the original user, and 
which upon examination shall 'disclose to the Manufacturer's sat· ' 
isfaction to have been originally 'defective. Correction of such de
fects by repair to, or supplying of replacements for defective parts, 
shall constitute fulfillment of all obligations to original user. 

This warranty shall not apply to any of the Manufacturer's prod
ucts which must be replaced because of normal wear, which have 
been subject to misuse, negligence or accident or which shall have 
been repaired or altered outside of the Manufacturer's factory 'un
less authorized by the Manufacturer. ' , 

Manufacturer shall not be liable for loss, damage or expense 
, directly or indirectly from the lise of. its prodoct. or from any other 

ca\lse. Th~ 1If!Wufa~tp!erma~e~nQ w!llTil.til)iwhatsoe~er:with Je
spect to compOrient partS which are warrantedsepatlltelybytlieir 
respective manufacturers. 

The above warranty supersedes and is in lieu of all other war
ranties, expressed or implied, and no person, agent or dealer is 
authorized to give any warranties on behalf of the Manufacturer 
nor to ll5sume for the Manufacturer anY other liability in connec
tion with any of its products unless made in writing and signed 
hy an offi<.-er of. the Manufacturer: 

-t 

IMPORTANT 

RETURN WARRANTY <;ARD 'ATTACHED TO UNIT I 
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. PLANT RUNNING BOURS 
CO¥PARED TO;A UTOMOBILE RUNNING MILES 

The engine of your generating plant makes as many revolutions in, one 
hour, as the averageautonlobile enghte does when the car travels a dis
tance cif 41 miles', 

. . ." 

100 running hours time on a generating plarit engine' is equivalent in total 
RPM to apprOXimately 4100 runnirig miles on an autoIDobil~. 

Compare the rllI1l.J.1ng time of your generating plant engine with the num
ber of miles traveled by an automobile, The oil in an auto is checked . 
everyone or twohundred miles (3 to 5 hrs.runnin~ time) and changed 
every 1000 to 1500 miles (28 to 42hrs.) whereas in a generating plant " 
or stationary power engine, the oil should be checked every 6 to 8 run
ning hours (250 to 350 miles) and changed every 50 to 100 operating hours 
(2000 to 4000 miles) depending on operating conditi~:ms. 

About every 5,000 to 10, 000 miles (120 to 250 hours), services hilveto 
be performedon an auto, such as checking ignition points; replacing 
spark plugs, condensers, etc. Similarly on your generating plant en
gine, these same services have to be performed perIodically except the 
change period is reckoned in hoUrs. 10,000 miles on an auto is equiva
lent to about 250 running hours on your planf engine. ' 

To arrive at an apprOXimate figure of comparative generating plant run
ning hours as against automobile engine running miles, multiply the total 
number of running hours by 41 to find the equivalent of ru,nning miles on 
an automobile. 

Your generating plant engine Can "take it" and will give many hours of 
,efficient performance provided it is serviced regularly. , 

Below is a chart showing the comparison between a generating plant en-" 
gine running hours and an automobile running miles.' 

GENERATING Pl,.ANT AUTOMOBillE GENERATING PLANT AUTOMOBILE 
RONING HOURS RUNNING MILES RUNNING BOURS RUNNING MILES 

DAILY 1 Hr. 41 ML 30 Brs. 1,230 Miles 
AVERAGE 4 Hrs. 164 Mi. MONTBLY 120 Hrs. 4,920 Miles 

6 Brs. 246 ML AVERAGE 180 Brs. 7,380 Miles 
8 Brs. 328 ML 240 Hrs. 9, 840 Miles 

7 Hrs. 287 Mi. 365 Brs. 14, 965 Miles 
WEEKLY 28 Brs. 1,148 Mi. YEARLY 1,460 Brs. 59,860 Miles 
AVERAGE 42 Brs. 1,722 Mi. AVERAGE 2, 190 Brs. 89,790 Miles 

56 Brs. 2,296 ML 2,920 Brs. 119,720 Miles 

NOTE: Electric generating plants do not operate economically 
when used to power electric refriger~tors and will add 
from 4 to 8 operating hours per day in addition to the 
regular lighting load. 

IV' 
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SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 


POSSIBLE CAUSE' REMEDY 

ENGINE OVERHEATING 

Low water in radiator. Refill radiator. 

Overloaded. Remove part of load. ' 

Improper lubricati()n. See LowOll Pressure. 


Radiator obstructed. Clean radiator. 


Ignition timing late. Adjust ignition timing. 


Improper ventilation. Provide for better air change 


STARTER WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE 

Discharged battery. Test and recharge or replace 

Corroded terminals. Clean and tighten terminals. 

Loose connections. Tighten connections. 

Defective starter relay . Clean contacts tl necessary. 
switchtl necessary. 



1 SERVICE DIAGNOSIS DES CRIP TION 

LE CAUSE REMEDY 

NGINE RUNS BUT CURRENT DOES NOT BUILD UP 

:h contact or dirty See that brushes seat well, areiree 
in holders, are not worn too short, 
and have goodspring tension. 

uit, short circuit or .See GENERATOR, .replace part neces
generator.· sary. 

NT UNSTEADY BUT ENGINE NOT .MISFIRING 

low. Adjust .governor to correct speed. 

h contact. See thatbrushes seat well on slip. 
rings, are free in holders, are not 
worn too short, and have goodspring 
tension. 

ections. Tighten connections.. 

gload. Correct any abnormal load condition 
causing trouble. 

TAPPlNG SOUND 

earance too great. Adjust or replace tappets. 

Ilvespring. Install new spring. 

)W CLiCKING 'SOUND -wITH-COOL ENGINE UNDERLOAD 

tollS. If noise only slight and disappears when 
engine warms up, no immediate 
attention needed. Othe~wise replace 
worn parts. 

~ LOW AT FAR END OF LINE BUT NORMAL NEAR POWER 
UNIT 

line wire for .load . Install larger or extra wires or reduce 
.ce. load. . 

RUN TOO· SLOWLY AND OVERHEAT AT FAR END OF LINE 
BUT OK NEAR POWER UNIT 

line wire for load Install larger or extra wires, or reduce 
ceo load. 

Each Onan generating plantoi the EF series is a complete unit consist
ing ofa spark ignition type driving engine, a self excited alternating 
current generator, and controls and accessories according to the partic
ular model and purchaser options. 

I 
., The electrical characteristics of the plant vary according to thepartic
I ularmodelllnd are noted· on the Onan nameplate attached to the unit. 

11' itev.erbecomes necessary to contact a dealer or the factory regard
ing the plant, besureio mention the complete Model and Spec. NO., 
and the Serial No. as given on the Onan nameplate. This nameplate 
information is necessary to properly identify the plant among the many 
types and variations manufactured. Refer to the engine nameplate . 
when requesting engine information from its manufacturer. 

Each generating plant is given a complete runllillg test under yai"ious 
electrical load conditions, and is carefully inspected before leaving the 
factory. Inspect the plant carefully for any damage which may have 
occurred in shipment~ Any such damage must be repaired before put.. 
ting the plantin operation. 

EJiGINE 

The engine.is a Ford industrial VB spark ignition type and is described 
in the F(trd manuaL The specific engine used may have variations due 
to optio.naIfeatures of the generating plant. Basically the engine is an 
8 cylinder, V type, over,headvalve, water cooled type~ The cylinder 
bore is 3.75 inches, piston stroke is 3.30 inches, and displacement 
292 cubic inches. The standard oil capacity is 5 U.S. quarts, plus 1 
quart for the oil filter. A 12 volt battery is used for starting and con
trol circuits, "except onspecial models that require 36 volt current. 
Accessories, safety devices, indicating gauges, types of fuel us.e<i, and 
cooling method. may vary .according to the model and purchaser Options. 

http:engine.is


2 DES.CRIPTION 

GENERATOR 
' ../~~~-

.. The· generator produces' alte~nating current as noted on the. plant name
plate;. The generator. consists of a 4 pole revolving field type alternator 
and, eXcept on special models, a "static" type exciter with .magnetic .. 
amplifier regulation. The'alternatingcurrent output is generated in the . 
alternator stator winding attached Ctlrectly to the rear end of theeilgiile. 
The rotating field bfthe generator is attached to the engine flywheel, . . 
and so turns at engi!].e speed. The speed.at which the rotor turns deter
minestllecurrent frequency- thus the 60 cycle plant mustbperateat. . 

. approXimately 1800 rpm, and the. 50 cycle plant at apprOXimately 1500 
rpm.Tne outer end·.of the rotor turns in alarge ball bearing. 

Thestatlonary exciter is used on all models that use a separate auto-
.'motive type starter .and battery charging' generator . The exeiter¢om.... ' 
ponents are.mounted ona.· metal frame attached to the alternator end 
bell, and are protected by a. sheetme'QUenclosure. The.design oithe 
eXciter and regulator p!'ovides for voltage regulationof plus ormlDus 
3% between no load andfullload.conditions. Stable generator outp\ltis 
established within 2 seconds ~fter a change in load. The exciter has no 

, moving parts, and requires no external voltage regulatol". . . 

The rotatingexciter;used'on special models designed to meetrequire- . 
ments of Pennsylvania, isadc generator of -4 pole, revolving armature' 

':",design. The dCOUtpllt is used for exciting the .a1ternator field. A sep
arateacvoltageregulator isused. A series winding oftheexciter per
mits its useasa permanently connected cranking motor. Theexciter 
is attached to the outer end of t~ealternator, thuselimmatingthe nec
essity ofdrive belts, etc. . 

,··CONTROLS 

Controlsvaryconsiderably, depending upon tlie particularn;lOdel and 
.	purcnas·er'options... Engine ·cbntrols provide 'for proper control ,ofstart 
ing and stopping, and·for· checkjp.gperformance during operation. Most 
models are provided with safety stopping devices to protect the plant 

. froD;ldamagetinder adverseop'eratlngconditions.Special plants are 

specifically designed to continue running and supply power in an emer- . 

geDcy even if conditions are such as to risk extensive plant damage. 


The. electrical Oll!PUt portion of the controls differ also according to . 

optional Jeatures .. Meters for checking the voltage and applied load, 

running .time meter, circuit breaker, etc. maybe included. 


S E RVI CE..IllAGNO 8I..S 


PossmLE CAUSE'· REMEDY 

. 	 . ., 

PINGING SOUND WHEN ENGINE ISRAPIDLY ACCELERA Tl 
HEAVILY LOADED (Cont.) 

Valves hot. Adfust tappet clearance. 

. Fuel stale or low octane. Usegooci fresh fuel . 

Lean fuel miXture . Clean or adjust carburetor, 

. ENGINE CRANKS TOOSTIFFLY 
. . . 

Corroded terminals . Clean and tighten terminals; 

Too heavy oil incra$case. Drain,' refill with light oil~. 

Weak battery. Test and recharge or replace 

Engine stuck, Disassemble and repair. 

. Defective cable. Install new cable . 

ENGlNE WILL NOT START WHEN CRANKED 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust, or replacebre 
points, plugs, condenser, CQi 
retime ignition. 

Lack of fuel or faulty carbure Refill the tank, check the fuel 
tion. Clean, . adjust, or replace par 

sary.. 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean. 

Cylinders flooded. Crank few times with spark p1 
moved. 


Poor fuel. Drain, refill with good fuel. 


Poor compression~ Tighten cylinder head and spa. 
. If still not corrected, grind th 
Replace piston rings, if neces 

Wrong timing. . Retillle ignition. 

Poor choking. If plant is cold, adjust choke. 
is warm, pull up on choke arn 
momentarily, while cranking. 



3 SE R VICEDIA:G~,QJnS 

BLE.CAUSE 	 REMEDY 

LIGHT POUNDING K;NQCK (ConL) 

upply, Add oil. 

ressure. Refer to symptom of low oil pr,es
sure for remedies. . . 

diluted. . Change oil. 

ENGINE STOPSU'NEXPECTEDLY . 

..empty , ·Refill. 

pIailure. R,epairorreplace', 

~rteDlperature. 	 see symptoms for engine overheating; 

,ignition. 	 Check the ignition system. Repair 
or replace parts necessary . 

METALLIC THUD, ,IF NOT BAD, MAY DISAPPEAR AFTER 
ITNUTESOPERATION. IF BAD, INCREASES WITH LOAD. 

ankshaft. Replace bearings, . unless one of 
.the next three remedies permanently 
corrects the trouble. 

METALLIC THUD, E$PECIALLY WHEN COLDENGlNE 
FIRST STARTED 

upply. , 	 Add oil. 

ressure. 	 Refer tosymptom of low pressure for 
r.einedles. 

diluted. 	 ~hangeoiL 
. , 


.'. . ' 


[GSOUND,W1iENENGlNE IS RAPIDLY ACCELERATED OR 
HEA VlL y. LOADED 

cylinders. Remove carbon; 

early. Retime ignition. 

ark plugs. Install correct plugs. 

gs burned .orcarboned. Installnew.pltigs. 

INSTALLATION 

Installation of the generating plant involves its locatlon,connection of 
fuel source, exhaust line, battery installation, and electrical connections. 
Some special models may require connection to a source of cooling 
water,. when no radiator is used. Each installation must be considered 
Onan individual basis - use these instructions as a general guide. A 
typical standby installation is ill\1strated. 

LOCATION. -In the average installation, the location has been pre-
selected.However, local codes or regulations may re

quire that minpr alterations be made to make the site.suitable.· For 
standby service a warm, indoor site is usually required. The location 
should be dry, well ventilated, and reasonably dust free. Normally, . 
the plant should be installed near the main fuse or entrance switch box. 
Provide for sufficient dearance(24 inches recommended) on all sides 
for conveIuEmeein' servicini:t the'plaiit.' '.' . . . ' . 

MOUNTING. -The plant is mounted ona rigid base which provides pro
per support. For ease in draining oil,andother serv

iCing, the plant may be mounted on raised concrete or heavy timber 
pedestirls. Tie down bolts can be used as desired. 

Fpr mobile service, bolt the plant securely in place so that it can not 
shift in transit. Extra support for the vehicle floor may be required, 
to prevent the mounting bolts from tearing loose on rough roads orin 
turning sharp corners. 

VENTILA TION. - Ventilation is of vitaUmportance, particularly for a 
radiator cooled plant. The generatorcreates a cer

tain amount of heat which IS blown out to the side of the generator. Con
siderable engine heat is created that must be removed. If the plant is 
installed in a small room or compartment, or in a boiler room, etc. 
special precautions against over heating must be taken. 

COOling 'ai,I" is blown out through the front of the radiator.. Separate 
openingsJ()I' inlet Of coollngair and heated outlet air are necessary for 
any enclosu're or room. The outlet opening should be at least as large 
in area as the radiator area. The usual method of exhausting the heated 
air is to construct a duct from the front of the radiator to an outside 
wall opening. If any turns are necessary in the ductwork. use radius 
type construction and increase the size accordingly. 

The air inlet opening should be at least as large as the outlet opening, 
preferably toward the generator end of the plant. Under normal con
ditions a flow of approximately 6140 cubic feet of air per minute will 
provide proper cooling (1535 .cu.ft. if the plant is "city" water cooled). 

It is frequently necessary to prevent back flow of cold outside air dUring 
periods of shut down. Adjustable or flow-actuated shutters maybe 
necessary. Automatic motor controlled shutters can be instilled if 
unattended starting is planned. 

l 



EXHAUST LINE 

1·~--INCGMING 
-SERVICE 

.AIR JNLET .AND OUTLET OPENINGS MAYBE 
'FITTED WlT:H AUTOMA"TIC ,TYPE SHUTTERS, 

"~' . . SERVICE DIAG,N.OSIS 


POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY' 
. - ,. 

EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION, LIGHT'BLu::E SMOKYEXH 

EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION 
FOULlNG'OF SP.ARK1>LUGS WITH BLACK SOOT, POSSIBLE L 

O'F POWER UNDER'HEADY LOAD ' 

1"uel mixture too rich. Be sure all jet gaskets are in 
, and ,tight; and float needle V1U~ 
ketis in place and tight. Adjl 
choke. Install needed carburE 

'parts,adjusffloat level. 

Choke not open. ' See that choke opens properly 

Dirty carburetor air cleaner ~ CleaIl,' refill to proper level. , 

LIGHT POUNDlNGKNOCK 
-I 

Loose' connecting rod bearing. Replace.
Typical Standby Installation 

Sludgedxings, excessive bear~ 
ing clearances, pistonsJprt 
collapsed, worn intake valve 
guides'. 

Oil leaks fromerigineorcon
nections.This does not cause 
smoky exhaust. 

Oil'too light or diluted. 

'Too large bearing clearance. 

Oil pressure too high. 

Engine misfires ~ 

Faulty ignition ; 

Unit operated at light or no 
load for lon,gperiods. 

Too much oil. 


'BLACK, SMOKY EXHAUST, 


Replace worn parts. 

Replace gaskets or leaking tn' 
Tigl1ten screws and connectio: 

Drain, ,refill with correct .oil. 

, Replace bearings. 

Refer to syIDptomsofhigh oil 
sure for remedies. ' 

Refer to symptoms of engine 1 

, Clean, adjust, orreplacebre 
pOints, plugS, condenser, coi 
or retime ignition. 

No remedy:needed. 

Drain excess oil. 



5 SERVICE DIAGN.URIS. INSTALLATION 

LE CAUSE REMEDY 

LOW.OIL PRESSURE (Cant.) . 

oil inlet screen. Remove and clean screen. 

rnoilpump. Repair or replace pump. 

, oil pressure gauge. Replace engine or panel unit. 

mGR OIL PRESSURE 

avy. 

ilpassage.··· 

f' Valve stuck. 

oil pressure gauge. 

. Drain, refill with proper oil. 

Clean all lines and passages. 

Remove and clean. 

Replace' engine or panel unit. 

T.STARTSBUT DOES NOT.CONTIN.UE.TO RUN' 

.on' released too soon. Hold in contact longer . 

charging generator. . Repair. 

~. panel equipment. See Controls. 

ENGINE BACKFIRES AT CARBURETOR 

Lmixture. 


fuel screen. 


t'leak. 


I late. 


19 wires crossed. 


Lves leaking. 


Clean or adjust carburetor. 


Clean screen. 


Replace.flange gaskets, tighten car

buretor. 


Refill with good, fresh fuel. 


Retime ignition. 


Install wires correctly. 


Grind or replace; 


"CITY" WATER COOLING; - IT the plant is designed for pressure water 
cooling, refer to the outline drawing 

supplied for piping connections, etc. 

EXHAUST. - The engine exhaust gases are deadly poisonous and must 
be piped outside any enclosure. The engine exhaust out

let is 1-1/2 inch pipe size. Do not use smaller pipe - increase the 
size one pipe size for each additional 10 feet in length. Use a lengthof 
flexible tubing between the engine exhaust outlet and any pipe extension. 
Avoid sharp (standard) pipe elbow turns. Sweeping (long radius) type 
elbows help to keep back pressure to a minimum. 

IT the exhaust line runs upward, install a condensation trap at the low 
point, with provision ··for periodic draining; . 

. 
Sweepmg 

{",.om 
. Exhawsf 

"r~.";:.'~.",. Ouf/el
i'-~ Elbow 

Fig. 2 Exhaust 

(Seamless £xhousf Tubing 
t~ From £xhcf./Sf

':'\s>"" Ovl-Ief 

. The exhaust line should always. be shielded where it passes through a 
wall or near inflammable material. A thimble l2H larger than the ex
haust line must be provided, extending 9" beyond wall or ceiling on each 
side. If there is danger of personnel contact with the exhaust line, shield 
or coverwith a suitable insulating material. Consult local regulations 
goverilingsuch exhaust lines. 

FUELL1NE, GASOLINE. - For most permanent installations, ari under
ground fuel tank is required. Check local· 

regulations governing its installation. Lift of fuel from the tank to the 
plant fue~ pump should not be more than 6 feet. Horizontal fuel travel 
should not exceed 50 feet. Most underground tanks reqUire a suction 
tube extending down to within an inch or two of the tank bottom. Be 
sure the fuel supply line is connected to the suction tube. All supply 
line connections must be air tight. The plant fuel pump inlet is threaded 
fora 1/8 inch pipe thread fitting. 

"DA Y" FUEL RESERVOIR TANK. :.. In standby service, the generating 
plant may· stand unused for many 

days. In this period of shut down, sufficient gasoline may evaporate 
" from the carburetor to lower its fuel level. considerably. Prolonged 
I cranking will then be necessary to pump enough gasoline into the car

buretor for the engine to start. Where automatic, unattended starting 
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6 INSTAL.LATION 

BE SURE THAT A I'IE

TURN LINE IS INSTAL

LED FROM "DAY-TANK 

TO MAIN FUEL TANK.~ 


FLEXIBLE LINE BE-· " 

TWEEN TANK AND 

SOLID LINE. 

RETURN LINE SHOULD 
PITCH DOWNWARD AU TO/(;NITIOIt 
THE WAY TO SUPPLY COiL TERMINAl. 

TANK. AVOID DIPS J\\1U.

WHICH TRAP LIQUIO Ii . 
FUEL. 

LINE TO 
CARBURETOR.' . 

Fig. 3 Reservoir Tank 

after extendedshut down is necessary, an auxiliary gravity feed fuel 
tank should be installed. Fuel from this tank, installed betweenlhe fuel 
pump and the carburetor, flows by gravity to the carburetor, tnus. r.e
placing any fuel lost through evaporation and promotes quick starting. 
See that a fuel return line is connected to the restricted Qutletof the 
reservoir tank, to return excess fuel to the supply tank, Connectthe 
fuel supply line to the plant fuel pump in the normal manner. 

FUEL, GAS .. -If .the plant is equipped for gas fuel, fuel connections· 
. must coIlform to local regulations; In many localities, 

presence of foreign matter in the fuel supply will require a filter in the 
line aheado£ the pressure regulator. An electric solenoid type valve 
may be required (it is recommended even where not mandatory) and 
should be connected as shown on the plant wiring diagram. 

The regulator supplied for natural 
gas use is designed to operate on 

SECONDARY REGUl.AiOR 
a line pressureofnot more than 5 

El.ECTRIC MANUAL
ibs .. Use an approved flexible sec- F.UEl. SOl.ENOID SHUi-OF~

J\ VAl.VE1/!.	tionto connect the supply plant to 
the plant inlet connection point. ~~.==;;:::::::::1 

~ UNEFROM
S.f~~~NERJ ..... Gtu~~~.p·. Some plants are equipped to burn 

liquified petroleum gas (LPG) fuel. 
Such plants use a combination heat 
exchanger-pres~ureregulator. A 
separate installation diagram is Fig. 4 Gas Fuel 
supplied, showing line connections, 

etc. 


S E R VI C~lAGN OBIS 

PossmLE CAUSE 	 REMEDY 

ENGINE MlSFffiES AT·HEAVY LOAD 

Spark plugs defective. Replace. 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust, or replace bre 
points, plugs, condensers, cc 
or retimeignition. 

Clogged carburetor. Clean jets. 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean. 

Valve lash too tight; Adjust. 

Defective spark plugs; cables. Replace. 

ENGINE MISFIRES AT ALL LOADS 

Fouled .spark plugs; Clean and adjust. 

Defective or wrong spark plug. Replace. 

Sticking valves. Clean stems and gUides. 

Broken valve spring. Replace. 

Defective ignition wires. Replace. 


Defective or improperly ad- Adjust or replace breaker pOil 

justed pOints. 


Defective ignition condenser. Replace. 

Improper valve lash. Adjust. 

LOW OIL PRESSURE 

Oil too light. Drain, I'efill with proper oil. 

Oil badly diluted. Drain, refill with proper oil. 

Oil too low. Add oil. 

Oil relief valve not seating. Remove and clean, or replace 

Badly worn engine bearings. Replace. 



INSTALLATION 	 'J 


. BATTERY CONNECTION.- A12 volt, "long" type battery is required 
'. . for those plants that use a separate auto

motive. type starter and battery charging generator. 'Space is provided 
insidelheplarithousing for the. battery. Connect the starter solenoid 
cabletothepositive battery:post,andthe grounded cable to the negative 

. battery post. 	 . . . . 

PlaI1ts that have . exciter: cra.nkingusethe 
.generator exciteras>.a cranking motor • . .'. 

Three 12'v()lt(or six .. 6 volt)'batteries must· 

be connected in series to provide thenec


/lacn .eS$a,ry36voltcranking current. Connect. 
the battery positive to the start sOI;ertoid' ·BATTERY.· 

NEGAT.lve:switch,~1fd the battery negative to ,ground. CABLe: 
'GROUNI:>ED 

,. ON PLAN.T _ .. _'''It. 

~ATT.EFlY POSITIvE: CABLE.!"':If· the planthas theautomo.tive typecharg~ . 

generator, .a chargereglliator drcuit 

keeps th~battery ·charged in normal'.. Service" 

However; if;the. plant is used infrequently, 

as in standby service, . opera.ting periods ' Fig. 5 BATTERY 

maybe ofshorfduration· or infrequent . CONNECTIONS . 

enough to allow the battery to selfdischarge. ' . 

A separate trickle charger should be used for 'such installations. Onan 

automatic line transfer switches include such a trickle charge circuit. 


. . If the plant "Uses exciter cranlting (Pennsylvania models) the complete 
chargiilg drcuifis incorporated in the line,tran!;>ferswitch - not in the 
engine control circuit.. 

LOAD wmE' CONNECTIONS. -r,oadwire' connectioilsare to be made .to 
. a large terminal' block ,mounted inside 

the control pox. Access to the. terminal blo.ck is gained by renlOving the 
screws fi~om the instrument panelan1 swinging the panel out.oil·its hinge. 
BringthelQadwires in through one of the knock,;"out sectionsprovided 
in the side of the box. All wiring must be in accordance with national 
and localelectrical codes. . 

120/240· VOLT,SINGLE PHASE, 3 W1RE PLANT.·
'. . ..... '.' .'. . •...... c .' . . ...... The 

load terminals are marked TI, T2.;.T3,and T4from . A 	
tap to bottom. TheT1 andT4 terminals are the "hot" 
terminals; the 1'2-T3 terminal· is the neutral (ground); 
For 120 volt service, connect the "hot" (black) load 
wirestci theT! and T4 terminals. and the neutral 
(whiter wire to the T2-T3 terminaL Two 120 volt cir 
cuits are obtained. Remember that ONLY ONE HALF . 

.... /;!.o.v· 
. ~ , ." -'. " the rated capacity of the plant will be available on . '. a . . either of the two separate 120 volt circuits. Balance 

.. ~. ". the load as closely as possible between the two cir
. cuits. The two black wires will give 240 volt ser
vice. 

cks power. 

I>ression.. 

rburetion. 
.' 

ci alt."cleaner. 

. choking. 

. lead in cylinder. 

ci exhaust line. 

SERVICE OIAGNOSIS 


LE CAUSE REMEDY·' 

GENERATOR OVERHEATING 

d. 	 Reduce load. 

'out of position. Be sUre to lineup marks. 

'. VOLTAGE DROPS uNDER.HEAVYLOAD 

Seer:e:q1ed;ies for engine missing 
under heaVy load. 

.Tighten~y1inderllead andsp~rk plugs> 
If stilLnotcorrected;gritlcltheval:Ves;' 
Replacepistdnrings~ jf necessary.. 

Check the fuel system. Clean, ad

. just, or repla(!e parts necessary . 


. , . 

.' Clean anq refill. 

: See that chdkeopenspropetly. 

Remove ca.rbon.. 
.' . 

·Clean ot increa.se the size. 

'. ENGINE MISFmES AT LIGHT LOAD. 

. ridle adjustment. 
or clogged: . 

g gaps too narrow. 

'leak. 

litton .. 
:; .. 

)mpression .. 

ke ,valve stems or 

Adjust, '. c1eann ne.eded. 

. Adjust to correct gap. 

Tiglltenor replace gaskets. 

Clean,- adjust, or replace breaker 

points, plugs,condenser, coil, etc., 

·or retillle igmtion.~ 


· Tighten cylinderheadand spark plugs. 
If still not corrected,' grind valves .. 
·Replace piston rings, if necessary. 

Replace valves or guides. 

http:increa.se


8 I,NSTA Ii 1. AT.ION 

120/240, VOLT, 3PHASE,4w.mE DELTA... CONNECTED GENERATOR 
PLANT.- ,This tyPe of generating plant is specially designed so that 

, " two types of loading can be applied to the generator; regular 
240 yolt,3 phase, a wire operation; or, combination 

:'I ,240 yolt,3 phase, 3 w*re and 120/24Qyo~t, 1 phaSe 
, ,Swire, operatioll. 

The loadferminalsare marked Tl, T2,' T3" and TO, 
,%)rom top to bottom; The TO terminal is the cent~r 

"";"tapbetween Tl and T2. ,The TO terminal of the 
) (I :;:' .generator is not grounded. ' 

For 240 yolt3phase3wire operation COllIl~ct th~ three 
load wires to the three terminals Tl,T2,T3, o1'lewire 
to each terminal post. For 3 phase 3 ,wireoperatton 
the TO terminal is not used and is normally not grounded .• 

If it is desired to use combination single phase and 
three philse load simultaneously connect such single, 

',pPase loads as follows: 

For 120/240 yolt,lphase,aWire operation, ter
minals riand T2 are.the "hot" terminals; the TO ,ter
minalis the neutral (which can be grounded if desired). 
For 120voltserYice, connect the "hot" (black) load' 

wires to the Tland T2 terminals,and the neutral (white) wire tothe TO 

terminai, Two 120 volt. circuits are thus obtained. The two black wires' 

connected toTI and T2wiUgiye 'one 240 volt circuit. 


Any combination of Single phase and three phase loading can be applied 
, to the generator simultaneousiy asspeCified above as long as no termi- , 
nal current exceeds the rated NAMEPLATE current of thegeneratpr., 

Combination single phase and'three phase loads applied to a threepha$e 

generator a.re unbalanced loadswmch cause the phase voltages to be uu

equaL These unbalanced loads will not create voltage unbalance of the 

phaseYoltages ofgreaterthan~per cent so long as no terminal current 

exceeqsthe, rated current of the generator. 


This generating planf may be used with an ONAN automatic line trans

fer control, for standby plant opera.tion. The ,TO terminal of the ONAN 

automatic line.transfer control'is always grounded. ' Connecting the gen

eratingplant .TO lead tothelilletransfer TO terminal grounds thegen

erator. If used in conjunctlonwithan ONANAutomatic line transfer 


To 

STORIN~HE PLANT 

inderand turn the engine oyer several times by hand todistribu1 
oiL Replace the sp~rkplugs and gaskets.' 

Examine all fuel, oil and water linesal1d connections. SerVice 

Refill the cooling system with clean, fresh water. 

If anti-freeze was left in the· COOling system, check .theleyel and 
50-50 solution of water and the tyPe of anti-freeze or.iginally use 
bring the cooling liquid up top,roper level. ' . 

, Refill thec.ral1kcase and air cleaner with the correct amount an 
ofoil. 

Check carefully for leaks ofwater, fuel or oila:fter serViCing th 
Correctany leaks before starting the unit. 

CAUTION 

011 the initial start (starting the plant for the first time after 
it has been installed or taken out of storage) check the oil 
pressure immediately. Long storage periods may cause the 
oil pump to lose its prime. 

Connect the battery cables.to tbe uniL Carefully recheck to m 
the unit is ready for operation. Then start the unit in the regul 
manner as described under· OPERA TION. ' 

control on a 3 phaseS wire circuit, the line transfer TO terminal should -; 
be leftopenandnofused. 

http:cables.to
http:3PHASE,4w.mE


9 __----!=s TORlNGTHEP·LANT INSTALLATION 

" 
I 

ealall openings in the engine and accessories with M 6471,Non.,. 
y'drosccipic Adhesive Tape. or equivalent. Mask off all areas 
used for electrical contact. 

[ake sure all surfaces are dry, then spray all taped opellings, 
llengine accessories incluciing ignition wiring,and all exterior 
cesoftheengine with.M 4858B, Insulation Compound-Ignition, 
uivaient. 

egeneratorbrushes, brushholciers, and collector. rings by 
'ith a clean cloth. Do not coat with lubricant or other preserva-. 

clean and replace the air cleaner. 

exposed parts clean and coafwff:.bafilni of grease all such parts 
rust~ . 

overnor to carburetor liIlkagewith SAE50 oiL 

itteries are likely to be exposed to freezing temperatures, they 
removed and stored where there is no danger of freezing. A 
rgedbattery can' withstand very low temperatures but an idle 
;radual1~ loses its charge and may become discharged to the 
~re it will freeze. An idle battery should b.e glvenafreshening 
bout every 40 days. 

tery is not removed,disconnect the cables from the.unit.. Ar
~ cables so that the lugs cannot .come in contact.witheachother 
leta! parts. ' 

L suifil,ble cover for the entire unit, particularly H it will be 
o the elements. . . 

[NG TO OPERA TION ,AFTERSTORAGEi;-Ren;toveall'pro
'. '. tective coatings 

~rnal parts. Wipe the. entire unit clean. ofaccum1.11ated dust 
:orein>Illatter. 

,e unitcarefully fordamage and for other COtiditionsrequiring 
Service as needed. Keep the side panels and top plate on the 

[cept while servicing. They help direct the cooling air properly 
e radio interference. . 

llthe masking tape. ' 

3 PHASE, 3 WIRE· PLANT CONNECTIONS.- None 
of the 

terminals are grounded. For three 
phase current, connect a separate load wfre to 

'eachplantterminal, Tl,T2 andT3,cine. wire to 
each terminal. Reversing the connections between 
any two terminals will reverse the direction of 

. rotation of 3 phase motorS. Use a phase sequence 
indicator to assure in",phla.se connection, . 

On connections for single phase current, connect 
separate load~ires to each'of any two plant ter
minals, one wire to each terminal. Three single 

. phase Joad circuits are thusavaJlal:)~e. 

Ifboth·single.and3phase current is to be used at 
the same time, use<care not to overload anyone circuit. Subtract the 
amount of the 3 phase load from the plant capacity. Divide the remain~ 
derby 3, and this iathe load that may be taken from any one circuitfor 
single pllase current.. For example, a 3 phase W, 000 watt load is used. 
Thisleav.es 30,000 watts available for single phase, if the plant capac- . 
ityis40, 000 watts. One third of this 30, 000 watts is 10,000 watts, 
which is the amount that may be taken from each of the 3 single phase 
circuits. Do notattempt to take all 30,000 inJhis example off one Cir
cuit, . as Overloading of generator will result., 

3 PHA.SE, 4 WIRE WYE-CONNECTED PLAJiI'T. - The 
four 

wire plant is designed t() produce' single phase current 
of one voltage,and three phase current of different . 
voltage. As shown on the plant nameplate,thesingle 

. phase current is the lower voltage and the three phase 
current1s the higher voltage. 

The loa~.t~rp·dnal$a,remarked'I'l, ''1'2,. T3, and.TO 
from top to bottom. TheTl,'I'2, andT3 terminals 
are the "hot" terminals. and the TO terminal is the 
ground terminal. 

For three phase c1.1rrent,connect the three load wires 
to the terminalsTl, '1'2, and T3, one wire to each 
terminal post. If a test run indicates reverse rota

....... ', ... '" tion of motors in the load circuit, reverse the c()n
I' nections o~ any two terminals. . . . I . ~ 

..... '1>...... 

. _ •• To ••.••. For single phase' current, connect the "hot" load wire 
clean and adjust spark plugs. While the plugs are out, crank to anyone of the terminals Tt, T2, or T3.. Connect 
over several times by hand to distribute oll over the cylinder the ground wire to the TO terminaL Three single 

the cylinders are dry, puta tablespoonful oioll into.each cyl- phase circuits are thus available. 

http:Thisleav.es
http:in",phla.se
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INSTALLATION f 

I· 
\ 

NOTE 

OJ1 three phase, four wire models (or sing. Ie phase~ three. -I
wire mO!iels) the voltage shown on the panel voltmeter 

applies to the highel.' nameplate rated voltage - actually 
 r 
the line-to-line VOltage. The. lower nameplate rated volt~. -[ 
age (line 10.neutral) .will :be in proportion. 

f 

. '.. '. ". t 
1 

If oOth single and three phasecur.rent is used at the same time, use 
care not to over-load anyone of the single phase circuits. Subtract the 
amount of the three phase load from the rated capacity of the planL 
Divid.e the remainder bylIiree to determine the. amount of single phase· 
load which may be conneCted to any Single phase circuit. 

REMOTE CONTROL CONNECTIONS. -Asman four place terminal 
. 	 bloCk is mounted on the bottom 

inside. surface of the control box.· To provide for remote control of 
starting and stopping, connect the STAR'l'-STOPrelllote switch to this 
terminal bloc~ 

Connect the. switch common (center) terminalto the No. rterminal of 
theplanto Connect another terminal of the switch to the'terminalQlock 
number 2 position. Connect the remainingswitchterminal to the ter:" 
minal 'block number 3 position.. Number 2is the stopping circuit.nuni-' . 
ber 3 is the starting circuit,. and number 1 is grounded. The pla:ntB+ 
terminal is used only with line transfer equipment. If additional remote 
switches are installed~they must be connected ina parallel circuit. 

..EB.Q!i[' 

Fig. 6 RemoteContro(Connections 

STORING THE PLANT 


GENERAL. - Electrical'generating sets are often taken ouiot s' 
for extended periods alUme. In many c:asesthey 

to' stand idle' without being protected against possible damagefr( 
and corrosion or the elements. Thefactoryrecommendsthata 
to be removed from service for. 30 days or more be protecteda~ 

FOR ONE MONtH: 

1. 	 While the engine is runnirig tr.eat the upper cylindershy s 
ing M 4834 A Engine Preservative Oil (SAE 10)orequiva: 

the carburetor air intake for about two minutes. Open theth 
for a short burst of speed, then shutoff the ignition and allo 
·gine to come to a stop while continuing to spray M4834A inti 
intake~ . 

2., 	Leave the spark plugs installed and cover all openings in 
engine with dust-proof caps Or shields. 

.3. .Drain the oilt water, and gasoline. '. Attach a warning. tag 

FOR INDE,FINITE' PERIOD: 

1. 	 Drain-the crankcase completely and refill with M4834A 
gine .Preservative Oil, (SAE 10) PI' equivalent.. 

2: 	 Run.the engine u:ntil it is completely out of gasoline, then 
and .ruil it on M 534 H or equivalent unleaded, undyed gas 

for at leastl0 minutes. 

3. 	 While the engine is still runmng, treat the upper cylinder 
spraying M 4834 A into the carburetor air intake·for abp'Q: 

mim;ttes .. Open the throttle for a short burst of speed. shute. 
ignition and allow the engine to come to a stop. whilecontinui 
spray M4S34 A into the ail' intake. . 

4. 	 Drain the oil and gasoline ... Drain the water at the.bottom 
rl:!.diatorand both sides of the block. Attach a warning tag 

5. 	 Remove all grease and oil frpm the exterior surfaces of 
gine. 

6. 	 Retnoveeach spark plug and pour two tablespoonfulsofr 
hibitor oil (or SAE 50 motor oil as a substitute) into eac 

irider. Crank the engine over slowly by hand to lubricate the 
Stop the engine with the 'I'C (top center) mark on the flywheel 
ing at least orie piston is at top center position. Replace the. 
plugs.' . 

-~. 

~·i 
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~.~.~.1'A.O.JUS.TABLE~I RESISTOR 

;oir!" 

Jnl?1Q]u I DASHPOT 

Aa·:R:til;.O, Co .liL .1, 

~ ~·~·~~~,':§r·• . . .. .,. , ... 1J, 

·J?£.GUL-ATOR ~AS£ 

SCREW 

?£.:t;ULATOR 
PLUG'-/AI 

ELEMENT 


AND R£S/STQR 
ASSeMBLY 

Fig. 23 VoltageRegulator 

:;rve the output voltage, which should be adjustable by use of 
~egulator rheostat, within a range often percent above anctbe
rated voltage. 

e regulator rheostat does not'permit the proper adjustment 
e, itmay benecessaty to adjust thE;lregulatorresistor With.0.' 

latorrheostat at its center adjustm:entposition, . loosen ·and 
rtslicling.clip: on:theadjustable1:'esistor. VeryHttlemovement 
jp will.benecessary to obt.ainthe correctYoltage. 

. . 

[luctuating -voltage condition exists only when the voltage regu
..is in operation, but voltage is steady when regulated by the 
~stat, adjust the regulator dash pot sCTew~After 1"emoving 
ping bar holding the plug in unit in place, 'l'emove the sCrews 
~he<pvercan. Turn the slotted screw at the center slightly 
fluctuating· voltage condition just stops . 

. CAUTION 

lot attempt any other regulator adjustments. Never change 
original settings of the regulator springs or contact fingers. 

INSTALLA TION 

For remote control distances, 4n8 wire can always be used up to 75 
feet in wire length. For greater distances, larger wire will be neces:
sary, as indicated. . . 

MAX. DISTANCE 'WIRE SIZE 

'15 
120 
200 

4n8 
#16 
#14 

A UXlLIARY SIGNALS. - If the plant is installed, in a location that is not 
regularly attended, and emergency stoppin.g 

of the plant coUld go unnoticed, .auxUiary signals can be cQnnected in. 
the emergency stop relay circuit. Connection,p0intsa].;'eshown on the 
engine control wiring diagram,., 



12 PREPARATION 

CRANKCASE OIL. - Normal refill oil capacity is 5 U.S. quarts. An 
extra quart will be required after an oil filter ele

ment change; Select the SAE number according to the lowest expected 
temperature for starting purposes. Use a good quality oil that is des
ignated for MS or DG service. 

-i 
TEMPERATURE 	 SAE NUMBER 

Above 100oF. 50 

Above 320 F. (DoC.) 30 

320 F. to-100 F. (OoC. to -23.30 C.) 10 

Below -lOoF. (23. 30 C . ) 5W 


NOTE 

When adding oil between changes, always use oil of the 

same brand. When mixed together, detergent oils ()f 

different manufacturers sometimes form chemical com

pounds harmful ,to engine parts. 


AIR CLEANER. - Remove the air cleaner top and fill the reservoir cup 
to the line indicated on the cup With oil of the same 

SAE number as used in the crankcase. On housed plants, because of 
close top clearance, it is necessary to remove the air cleaner from the 
carburetor. Be sure the air cleaner is properly r~installed before run
ning the plant. 

RADIATOR.- The capacity of the cooling system is 24 quarts (U~.s. 
measure). Check to see that the radiator drain and both 

cylinder block drains are closed. Fill the radiator to within an inch or 
two of the bottom of the filler neck. ,Use clean soft (alkali free) water, 
such as clean rain water. The use of a good rust and' scale inhibitor is 
recommended. 

If the plant will be exposed to freezing temperatures (below 320 F. or 
DoC.), use a standard anti-freeze solution. Use the correct proportion 
of anti-freeze, as recommended by the anti-freeze manufacturer, to 
protect at least lei degrees F. below the lowest expected temperatures. 

FUEL, GASOLINE. - Some special model plants are equipped with a 
mounted 20 gallon capacity fuel tank. Do not fill 

the tank completely full of cold gasoline. Expansion oithe gaSOline as 
the plant warms up may cause the gasoline to overflow, creating a fire 
hazard. Allow an inch or two of expansion space. 

Use fresh, "regular" grade of gasoline. Do not use a highly leaded 
"premium" grade of gasoline. The use of highly leaded gasoline will 
require more frequent lead removal, valve, and spark plug servicing. 
The engine is designed to operate at highest efficiency and economy 

MAINTENANCE 


1. 	 Commutator. - After a long period of serVice, the COmmuta 
surface may become worn level with the mic 

lation between the bars. 'Undercut the mica to a depth ofapprm 
1/32 inch. Sandpaper off any burrs formed along the edges of tl 
Do not use emery or carborundum abrasives. 

'EXCITER BRUSH RIG 
ALIGNMENT. ' 

REMOVE 
b'URRS 

MICA PRj 
UNf)£R, 

HIGHMICAj 

UNDERCUTTING MICA 

Fig. 22 Rotating Exciter 

2. 	 Exciter Brush Rig. - The exciter rig position is.n;tarkedduj 
factory test run. If the brush ' 

has been disturbed for anyreasoIl, it ;must beTea.ligtled. The c 
position is indicated by a chisel mark on the outside of the 
lating ring, which mark must align with the edge of tbe marked 
mounting boss inside the end bell. . 

V9LTAGE REGULATOR . .:. The voltage regulator istised only Q 
. those units that have the, rotating ex 

Except for keeping the regulator free of dust, etc _, the regUlato 
should require no maintenance. No cleaning or lubricating mat 
should be used. ' . 

If a new regulator or related part is installed,some adjustment 
be necessary. 	 . 

1. 	 Be sure the exciter brush rig position is correct, to give its 
highest voltage. This must be done with the manual (field) .1' 

in operation - regulator not in operation, 

2. 	 Turn the field rheostat to its extreme counterclockwise posi 
switch in the voltage regulator. 
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oltage, Models ending with Spec. Letter A only. - Ordinarily 
if the eng"" 

perating properly .and at approximately the nameplate indicated 
the generator' output voltage will be correct. The exciter was 
ed for rated output during the factory test run. IIowever if 
cal condition requires a slight change in the voltage, change ex
nnections. 

__...-:>••••·.'".h.·~·.·.·., 

Voltage Adjustment Terminals 

.Modelsendmg with Spec. Letter A only 


-Fig• .21 Voltage Adjustment 


ou:t.e the engine is operatlrigproperly,.and that the governor is 
le:rly;a.djustedforcorrect current frequency (speed), sensitivi
~tc. . 

ihe-plant and-removei:he·.exciter GOver. 

a disc Bbaped terJ.IUnalblock at the center, with a lead con
:!d to aterminallIlaTkedC, ~d a second lead connected to one 
rminals marked 22, 23, '24 or 25. <MoYingthe second lead to an 
terminal (from '25 to '24, etc. ) will change the generator out
OXimately5percent. 

. . 

NGEXCITER. - The rotating exciter is a dcgenerator, used 
on units that do not have the .geparate auto

v.pe starter.a.ndcharg;:ing .generator. 

PREPARATION 

when using "regular" grade gasoline. However, do not use a low octane 
fuel, such as "stove gas". The use of such fuel may cause serious 
damage to' the eng!ne. 

Observe the usual safety precautions when handling gasoline. . Special 
precautions must betaken when the fuel.tank is near the plant. Never 
fill the tank while the plant is running . 

FUEL, NATURAL.GAS. -If gas fuel is to be used, see that all fuel 
connections are leak proof. See that the line 

pressure at the regulator inlet does not exceed 5 pounds per square inch. 
In some localities, presence of foreign matter in the fuel may require 
the installation of a trap or filter. Consult the fuel supp1ier~ 

A >special carburetorfittiJig isnsed on plants equipped for.ga.sfuel op
eration;See that the floaUock-screw (See-Figure 12) is turned up 
tlghtlytoprevent the float from vibrating inside the carburetor. 'If an 
emergency source pf gasoline is also connected, . see that the gasoline 
shut-off valve on the carburetor is closed. See tliat the electric choke 
i/:Ladjusted for gas operation as described intheparagI'aph on Carbu
Tetor~Gas. 

GAS~GASOLINETOGGLE SWITCH. - .. If the plant is equipped to burn 
.both gas and gasoline fuel,a 

toggle switch is provided to disconnect the gas fuel solenoid valve. 
The switch is mounted near the carburetor. See that the switcbis at 
the .apprppriate position :for the type oUuel to be used. 



14 OPERATiON 

STARTING. - For the initial start, check over the installation carefully 
and make sure that aU requirements for PREPARATION 

have been met. See that no electrical load is connected (circuit breaker 
at "OFF"position)for the first start. 

Press the "START-STOP" switch in its "START" direction, holding in 
contact to crank the engine .. For the first start, or if the plant has run 
out of fuel, extensive cranking may be necessary to pump fuel to the 
carburetor and fill it. Automatic choking is provided. Hold the start 
switch in contact until the plant reaches running speed. 

NOTE 

After thefactory test ~ protective oil was sprayed into the 
cylinders. It may be necessary to remove the spark plugs 
and clean them in gasoline. Dry the plugs thoroughly before 
reinstalling them. Burn~out of this oil may cause temporary 
heavy exhaust smOking.. 

If the plant is equipped for use of gas fuel, the final test run Was made 
on gas fuel. On the initial start, it may be necessary to press the gas 
pressure regulator priming button momentarily to start gas flow. 

The spark plug gaps were adjusted for the type of fuel specified. For 
gasoline fuel, correct gap is .028-.032". For gas fuel, the correct 
gap is .018". ' 

CHECKING OPERATION. - As the engine warms up, observe the in
dicating gauges for· proper operation. On 

the. initial run, check the radiator coolant level. The thermostat may 
have permitted an air pocket to form, preventing complete filling. 

Throw the circuit breaker to its ON position, to energize the output 
terminals. Check the electrical performance of the plant. If an auto
matic line transfer switch is part of the installation, check the entire 
installation and performance. 

STopprnG... If practicable, allow the plant to run a few minutes at no 
load before stopping.. This will allow the engine to cool 

off slightly and prevent an undesirable temperature rise when ventilation 
stops. Press the START-STOP switch to the STOP position. 

EXERCISE PERIOD... When the plant is used infrequently, as in stand
by service, it should be given an exercise run 

regularly. The exercise run should be for at least 15 minutes, pre
ferably every day Or two. If a "DAY" reservoir tank is used, time 
between exercise periods can be extended but should not exceed.1 week. 
An "exerciser clock" is available as an accessry, and will provide for 
automatic, unattended, regular exercise runs. 

MAINTENANCE 


The exciter has no moving parts. Occasionally blowout any du 
Check thoroughly to assure that all components are mechanical 
cure, and that all electrical connections are tight. 

Generator Tests .... If the generator ioes not function properly, 
simple tests may isolate the cause. 

1. . Temporarily diSconnect the two generator leads connec 
the exciter terminals El and E2. Connect another SOUl 

ac power (such as the normal line when the. plant is used fo 
by) to the exciter terminals E1 andE2. 

If there is no dc voltage across terminals AF 1 (+ ) and AF ~ 
the exciter. is not functioning. 

2. 	 If dc voltage at terminals AFland AF2 is approximatel 
volts (no load condition) but there is no ac output at the 

ator main output terminals check the alternator for a grOUll 
open circuit, etc. 

3. 	 No terminal of the exciter should show a grounded CirCl 

4. 	 If ac voltage drops unier load conditions, check the exe 
rectifiers. Use a low voltage, battery powered "Multin 

type ohmmeter. Disconnect one lead from, or remove; ea 
rectifier for its test. 

CAUTION 

Note carefully the DIRECTION OF MOUNTING of 
any rectifier removed. It, or any replacement, 
must be remounted in its original direction. 

a. 	 Connect the ohmmeter across the rectifier c.ontacts : 
observe the meter reading. 

b. 	 Reverse the connections and compare the new rea:iin 
the first reading. 

c. 	If one reading is considerably higher than the other I 

the rectifier can be considered satisfactory. HowevE 
both readings are low, or.if both show an "open"circ 
replace the rectifier with a new identical part. 

5. 	 If a hunting condition exists, Which can not becorrecte( 
governor sensitivity or a carburetor fuel mixtureadjusj 

check the adjustment of the stabilizing resistor in the static 
ter for a value of 80 ohms. A resistance too low may be th 
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GENERATOR 

~enerator normally requires very little servicing. However 
inspection, to coincide with engine maintenance ~'ill assure 
dgood performance. 

:G. - 'The generator ball bearing is pre-lubricated and sealed. 
It requires no maintenanceduring its service life. 

NARY EXCITER. -The "staticHex.citerand regUlator is used 
, on units that have the separate automotive 

rter..and charging generator. 

AFT 

AF2 

E2 

E1 

Fig. 20 Stationary Exciter 

OPERA TION HI 

NORMAL OPERATING FUNCTIONS 
The generating plant control panel includes variOUB indicating gauges, 
instruments, etc. for checking operation. Equipment varies accord.' 

ing to model and purchaser options. 

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE. - The oil pressure gauge registers the engine 
oil pressure while in operation. Normal 

pre~sure is 40 to 60 psi at operating temperature ~ Pressure may be 
conf!iderably higher1!Dtil operating temperature is reached. 

WATERTEMPERATURE GAUGE. - The water temperature gauge reg
, isters the engine coolant tempera

'tureduring operation. Normal temperature range is 1400 to 1700 F. 

CHARGE AMMETER~ .,. "The -small amme-ierregi:stersthe battery 
chargiIig current., The rate of charge during 

operation depends upon the charge condition of the starting battery . 
Normally, the charge rate will be 5 to 10 amperes when the plant starts. 
'The rate will gradually fall to almost zero as the battery becomes fully 
charged. ' 

STOP RELAY RESET BUTTON. - If one of the plant safety devices 
operates to stop the plant, an emer

gencystop relay is energized., After correcting the cause of the emer
gency stop, the RESET BUTTON must be pressed in to de-energize the 

,relay and permit starting again. 

START-STOP SWITCH. -The start-stop switch is a double throw, 
normauy open momentary contact type. Push 

the switch 1,lp to start, down to stop. 

RUNNING TIME METER. - The running time meter registers the num
ber of hours, to 1/10th, that the plant has' 

.actually run. Use it to keep a record and schedule of periodic service, 
etc. 

AC AMMETER.- The ammeter (two are provided on single phase 
models) registers the amount of load connected to 

the plant. On single phase models, each ammeter indicates the amount 
of load connected to its respective circuit. On three phase models, 
the ammeter indicates the load for one phase only, according to the 
position (!)f the selector switch. 

AC VOLTMETER. - The voltmeter indicates the voltage of the genera
tor output. On single phase models, the voltage 

shown will always refer to the higher nameplate rated voltage. On three 
phase models, voltage shown will be for the same phase as the ammeter 
reading, as determined by the selector switch position. On three phase, 
four wire models the three pbasevoltageonly is shown. 
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SELECTOR SWlTCH. - The selectorswit'ch is provided on three phase. 
models. It can be turned by hand -its position 

determines whichphase of the generator output is indicated on theam- . I rmeter and voltmeter. 	 . 

t
CIRCUIT BREAKER. -The circuit breaker protects the generator from "I

fdamage incasE! of severe overloading. If over
loading occurs, the cirCuit breaker automatically trips to break the gen terator exciter circuit. After correcting the condition that caused the 
breaker to trip, the breaker must be reset by hand. The circuit breaker 
can be used as an output connect - disconnect switch. 

TACHOMETER . .;. A tachometer indicates engine speed in revolutions 
per minute. It is valuable in adjusting and checking 

speed, especially when rigid performap.ce standards must be maintained. 

FREQUENCY METER.- Afrequency meter indicatesthe frequency of . 
the generator output current. Its use is 

simiHl.rto that of a tachometer - it provides for checking br adjusting· 
the plant. The speed at which the generator turns determines the fre
quency oiits current. 

SAFETYDEVlCES. - The plant is equipped with safety features that 
automatically stop the plant under dangerous 

operating conditions. Some such safety devices are standard equipment, 
others are optional. Optional signals that call attention to improper 
operation are available. 

1. 	 High Water Temperature 
Switch.- The high water temp

erature switch'is a 
thermostatic switch mounted in the 
engine cooling system. The switch 
acts to stop the plant if the engine. 
coolant temperature should rise to 
high~ Refer to ADJUSTMENTS. 

2. 	 OVer Speed Switch. - The over· Fig. 7 High Water 
. . .. speed. Temperature Switch

switch isa centrifugal type, mounted· . 

on the generator rotor shaft.. 1£ the governor drive belt should break, 

or for any reason the speed should rise to a dangerous point, the· over 

speed switchstops the plant. 


MAINTENANCE 


back into the oil pan when the engine is stopped. This illsures a 
mediate supply-to the bearings when the engine is started again. 

The oil filter cartridge should be replaced every 100 hours, ori 
erating in below freezing temperatures at under severe dust con 
whenever the oil on the dip stick is so black or dirty that the rna 
on the dip stick cannot be seen through the oil. 

When changing the oil filter cartridge, place a drip pan. below th. 
Remove the center bolt, then remove the filter housing and elem 
a unit. Discard the dirty filter element and all gaskets, then the 
clean all the metal parts in solvent. Make sure the holes in the 
bolt are free of sludge and obstructions. 

Place a new gasket on the center bolt, then insert the centerbol 
housing. Make sure the tangs on the spring retainer are engage 
spring, then drop the spring and retainer assembly over the cen 
Install a new gasket arid filter cartridge over the center bolt. (N 
the pressed paper type of cartridge does not require a gasket ab( 
spring retainer). '. 

Make sure the holes in the anti-drain-back diaphragm are posit 
at the top. Install a new gasket in the filter housing recess in th 
Position the filter assembly on the block, then tighten the bolt ju 
enough to bring the filter housing in contact with the gasket. Ro 
the housing slightly to assure even seating, then tighten the cent 
to 20-25 foot pounds torque (approximately 3/4 to one additional 

NOTE 

BE SURE TO CHECK AROUND THE FILTER HOUSING 
AND CENTER BOLT FOR OIL LEAKS WITH THE ENGINE 
WARMED UP AND OPERATING. 

CRANKCASE VENTILATOR. .,. The crankcase ventilating system 
clean, filtered air to circulate th 

the engine. As the air moves through the engine, it picks up cor 
blow-by gases and carries them to the outside. The air enters a 
side of the engine through an oil-wetted filter. After ventilating 
crankcase, push rod challlber and rocker arm covers, the air ffii 

through the carburetor air cleaner. The air is then discharged t 
the engine exhaust system. 

Remove the oil filler cap, and wash the air inlet filter mesh in Sl 

at least every 10 hours .. Oil the wire mesh with light engine oil. 

http:performap.ce
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e oil evenly distributed on the cylinder walls, and make a sec
;>ression test. .If there is very little difference between the 
obtained in the two checks, sticking or poorly seating valves 

:ated. However, if the readings on the low cylinders have im
onsiderably, it indicates the compression is being lost past 
ns arid rings. . 

ER HEAD BOLT TIGHTENING. - When replacing the cylinder 
head, first coat the cylinder 

ts With head gasket sealer and then tighten the head bolts in the 
~·shown . 

the head bolts in three progressive steps, as shown in Figure 19, 
~prbper torque as specified. 

{( ...~.It®> ell .@7 

l"~.. 0.'0.· .~ c@j.l
lQ. 0 2 ·0 . IJ .- ..........,. ........., 


. Fig. 19 Cylinder Head Bolt Tightening Sequence 

HEAD BOLT TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS 

) B01;..T TORQUE 
NINGSTEPS (FOOT - POUNDS) 

cold) 55 
cold) 65. 
:uU(hot) 75. . 

. tightening of the head bolts should be made after the planthas 
for a minimum of 30 minutes at idle speed.. 

rER CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT.-The full flow type oil 
filter cleans all of the 

ng oil before it enters the oil passages in the cylinder block. 
~ of filtration assures that all of the oil is cleaned before it can 
:al bearing surfaces. If the filter element should become clogged, 
on of vital engine parts is assured by the by-pass valve located 
110w center bolt. The by-pass valve all()ws a sufficient quan
filtered oil to enter the engine to prevent any damage to tbe 
arts. A top-opening, anti-drain-back diaphragm is positioned 
linderblock to prevent oil from draining out of the filter and 

OPRRATTON 

3. Low Oil Pressure Switch. - The low oil pressure switch acts to 
stop the plant in case of oil pressure 

failure. It is not intended to warn of need for adding oil. 

NOTE 

If one of the safety devices operates to stop the. plant, 
the emergency stop relay is activated to accomplish 
the stopping. It is necessary to press the reset button 
before the plant can be started again. 

WARNING SIGNAL OR LIGHT. -Warning devices are connected to 
operate when a safety device has caused 

an emergency stop. The warningdevice can be a signallight, or an 
audibleho.rn. Pressing the' reset button disconnects the warning signal. 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR RHEOSTAT. - The voltage regulator 
rheostat provides for ad

justing the ac output voltage under normal operating conditions. 
Turn the rheostat clockwise to increase the voltage, counterclock
wise to decrease the voltage. Refer to :MAINTENANCE for 
directions for voltage adjustment on plants with spec. letter A. 

CITY WATER COOLING. - The city water cooled plant is equipped 
with a hand adjusted rate-of-flow valve 

that should be adjusted to provide proper cooling with the minimum 
flow ofwater. Final adjustment should be made under the maximum 
load the plant will carry, the plant thoroughly warmed up, and the 
water temperature stabilized. Too little water flow can cause a 
dangerous rise in the engine temperature - too much water flow can 
cause over cooling, waste of water, etc. 

ffiGHALTITUDE OPERAT10N. -' If the unit isio be operatedat an alti
tude of 2500 feet or·1llore·above sea 

level, the carburetor main jet adjustment should be "leaned" slightly to 
obtain maximum possible power. The carburetor was adjusted for best 
performance. at the factory altitude of approximately 860 feet. 

Because the air becomes less dense as the altitude increases, less fuel 
is required to maintain the proper air-to-fuel ratio. Consequently, any 
engine win develop less power at higher altitudes. The usual altitude 
de-rating amount is approximately 4 per cent for each 1000 feet above 
sea level. 

http:audibleho.rn
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LOW TEMPERATURES 

CRANKCASE OIL. - For cold weather operation, select the SAE nUmber 
of the crankcase oil according to the lowest tem

perature expected before the next scheduled oil change. SeePREPARA
TION. When changing toa lighter. oil for cold weather,change the oil 

··filter elemimt at the same time (which will require an extra quart). 
After changing to a lighter oil, always run the plant for a few minutes 
to circulate the lighter oil through the engine. 

Jianunexpected temperature drop takes place, use caution in attempt

ing to start the :plantafter a shut down period. Do not attempt to start 

3 plant that is so "stiff" that it will not crank properly. Congealed oil 

may not flow readily, resulting in lack of lubrication to vital parts and. 

causing serious damage. In an emergen.cy,apply heat directly to the 
-engine oil pan to warm the oil. When the oil is sufficiently fluid, start 
the plant and allow it to thoroughly warm up. Stop the plant and change 
-:the oil (and oil filter element) to the proper .SAE number. 

RADIA1J'OR. - If there isa possibility of the temperature falling below 
320 F. (ooC.) the coolant must be protected against freez

ing.Use a good anti-freeze compound in the proportion recommended 
by the anti-freeze manuiacturer, protecting to at least 10 degrees F. 
belowihe lowest expected temperature. The capacity of the coolingsys
tem is apprOximately 24 U. S. quarts. . 

. Set thebighwater, temperature cut-off switch to operate at a temperature 
several degrees below the boiling point of the anti-freeze solution used, 
":taking into consideration the. altitude at which the plant is operating. 

.lfthecoolingsystem js drained to prevent freezing, be sure to remove 
the radiator . cap whil-e draining. Failure to remove the cap may form a 
vacuum in the cooling syst-em preventing complete draining. :Be sure 
the cylinder block drain cocks (one on each side of the engine) are open
ed for complete draining. 

GAsOLINE FUEL_ - Use fresh, clean winter grade (not highly leaded, 
or premium) gasoline for best starting in cold . 


weather. If the fuel tank is subject to considerable temperature v.aria
1ions, keep the tank nearly full in order to cut down condensation of 

moisture inside the fuel tank. Such condensation can cause trouble by 

ice formation in the fuel system. Avoid filling the tank entirely full of 

cold gasoline. Fxpansion of the fuel as it warms up may cause it to 
overfiowand create a fire hazard. 

GAS "FUEL. - Certain types of LPG fuel do not vaporize readily at low 
temperatures; Heat exchanger equipment may be neces

sa:ry~ Consult the fuel supplier if lowered performance is observed at 
low temperatures. 

MAINTENANCE 


IGNITION TIMING. - Whenever the distributor points are replac 
adjusted, the ignition timing should be che 

and adjusted if necessary. Proper adjustment of ignition timing 
be maintained to obtain maximum engine power output and best p 
fuel economy . 

The crankshaft pulley has two grooved timing marks. T!!-e fir..st.. 
which goes past the pointer with rotation is the only mark which 
used to time the enginej'See Figure 18. The pointer is boltedtl 
cylinder front cover. 

Connect the timing light high tenSion 
lead to the No . 1 spark plug (front 
cylinder on right hand bank,view
ing engine from the rear) and the 
other two leads to the proper bat
tery terminals. If necessary, clean 
the dirt from the first timing mark, 
and chalk the mark and pointer to 
improve legibility. 

Operate the engine at idle speed, 
and direct the timing light at the 
pointer, keeping the pointer in 
line with the center of the pulley 
and the light. The light should 
flash just as the first mark on the pulley lines up with the pointe 
the first mark on the pulley and the pointer do not line up, loose 

. distributor body clamp, and rotate the distributor body until the 
mark and the pointer are in line. (NOTE: Ignition timing is adva 
by clockwise rotation of the distributor body, while counterclock 
rotation retards timing). 

TESTING COMPRESSION. - Operate the €ngine at idle speed for 
minutes to be sure it is thoroughly 1 

up. Turn off the engine and remove all of the spark plugs from t 
gine. Install a compression gauge in "a spark plug hole, and cra! 
engine about four revolutions with the starter. Record the gauge 
ings for each cylinder. Compare the gauge readings. The comp 
should be 150 pounds plus or minus 20 for each cylinder. 

If the compression pressure is low on two adjacent cylinders, the 
sibility ofa leak between the two cylinders is indicated. Such a·] 
usually caused by a head gasketwhich is not sealing properly. :u 
compression pressures on all cylinders are low, or vary a great 
the cause of the trouble can be narrowed down by squirting. a libe 
quantity of engine oil through the spark plug holes on top of the pi 
of the low reading cylinders. Then crank the engine a few revolu 

~" . 

Fig. 18 Ignition Timin 
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ENGINE 	 ROCKER ARM 

SERVICE, ~The engineis 
equipped with 

Elf ROTO type exhaust valves, 
6, The valve rotates by using 
valve spring retainer and 

'Ie the valve is lifted, it IS 

otate due to natural vibra

KEY 


turbulence of the exhaust 

d this scuffing action pre-
 A~O. 

formation of any trouble... 
:posits. Fig. 16 Valve Rotators 

tor mechanism has a clearance b'etween the valve tip arid the 
.p,as shown in Figure 16. This clearance is required to 


sitive freedom of the valve during the lift cycle. Wear occurs 

lyon the keys and clearance should be checked at each recon

. Wear tends to increase the clearance and cause increased 

h, Regular service stations have gauges to check the rotator 


_e and where the clearance is too large it can be reduced by 
off the cap to decrease its depth. The rotator parts tend to 

matched parts within each assembly as they wear in. For this 
t is highly desirable to keep the parts from each assembly sep
ringJhe servicing operation and to reassemble them with their 
valve wherever possible. In addition, each key should be in
n its original position .and not turned over. If it is necessary 
new valve, new capsand keys should be installed. 

ungthe proper clearance between the end of the valve stem and 
er arm is one of the most important factors goyerninglong en
and top performance. It is recommended that the valve clear:,. 

checked and adjusted when necessary every 100 hours~ The 
lUSt be at .normal operating temperature before adjustingl:he 
:arance. The intake valve stem clearance should be 0.016 inch 
~xhaustvalve stem clearance should be 0.019 inch. (NOTE: Work 
ankofcylindersat a time. leaving the other rocker arm cover 
l.. The· valves are arranged 

Int torear,on both banks, 

:E-I-I-E-E-I-I-E. Tight

,ck n.ut and recheck the 

:e. 


rIMING.- The camshaft is 
driven from the 

lit by a silent timing chain. 
ralvetiming is provided by 
lon of the timing chain as 

Fig. 17 Timing Chain 

BA TTERY. - Check the charge condition of the starting battery often 
enough to assure that it is always in a well charged con

~t 	
dition. The charging circuit is designed to keep the battery well charged 
in normal service, but frequent startingwith short operating periods 
may cause the charge condition to drop to a point where there will not 
be enough power to crank the engine at low temperatures. 

The cranking power of a battery drops to about 2/5 of its normal power 
at OOF., and the cranking load is greatly increased. If practicable, 
remove the battery to a warm place duririg shut down periods in ex- . 
tremely cold weather. It takes but a few minutes to connect the battery 
for starting,and its cranking power will be much greater if warm. 

IGNITION... The ignition system must be ingoodctiilditloh for prompt 
starting in cold weather. The distributor breaker points 

and condenser, and the spark plugs are particularly important. See 
that the breaker points are in good condition (not burned or pitted) and 
are properly adjusted. 

VENTILATION. - An installation detail that is easily over-looked is 
protection from a back flow of cold outside air during 

periods of shut down. Ventilating openings should be constructed to 
enable them to be closed when the plant is not running. If the installa
tion provides for automatic, unattended starting and operation, automatic 
shutters may be necessary. 

HIGH TEMPERATURES 

LUBRICATION. - As indicated under PREPARATION, use SAE No. 30 
oil for temperatures above 320 F. Keep the oil level 

at or near the FULL mark on the level indicator. However, do not 
over fill the crankcase. Use the same SAE number oil to service the 
air cleaner. 

COOLING.'- A constant supply of fresh air mustb~ provided for proper 
, cooling. See thatnothing obstructs the flow of air to the 

plant, and see that the radiator air outlet flow is not obstructed in any 
way. Keep the radiator well filled. Use a good rust inhibitor to keep 
the cooling system clean and free of rust and scale formation. See 
that the fan belt tension is properly adjusted. Be sure the high water 
temperature switch isproperly adjusted. 

BATTERY. - Check the level of the electrolyte frequently. Add ap
proved water as often as necessary to keep the level at 

the point recommended by the battery manufacturer. 
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NOTE 

REDUCING BATTERY SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
" FOR, LONGER ,BATTERY LIFE 

Standa,rdautomotivetype storage batteries Will self discharge very 
quickly when installed where the ambient temperature is always above 
gOOF., such asina boiler room, or in tropical climates. Tolengthen 

" ,battery life, dilute the electrolyte from a normal I. 275 specific gravity 
reading at full'charge to a'l.225 reading. 

-. .. 

Thecrlinking power of the battery is reduced somewhat when the elec
trolyte is diluted, but if the temperature is consistently above gOoF., 
the reduced cranking power will hardly be noticed" and lengthened bat
terylifewill be a distinet advantage. Adjust,the electrolyte as follows: 

1.. , Fully charge the 'hattery; Do not bring an open flame or burn
ing cigarette nea:r the battery during charging, as the gas re
leased duringehargingishlghly inflammable. 

2" While the battery is' still on'charge,use a hydrometer or filler 
bulb to draw off all the electrolyte above the piates in each celL. 

,DO NOT ATTEMPT TO POUR OFF!! Avoid skin or clothing 
contact with the electrolyte. Dispose of the removed electrolyte. 

3. 	 Refill each cell With pureCUstllled water,to the recommended 
level; 

4. 	 Continuecha:rging for onenour at a 4 to 6 ampere rate. 

S. 	 Use a. reliabte hydrometer to test each battery cell. If the spec;.. 
cificgravity,is still above 1.225, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until 

'th~ reading of the fully charged battery is not over 1.225. Most 
',batteriesrequire repeating steps 2, 3, and 4 two times. 

DUST AND DIRT 

AIR CLEANER. - Clean the air cleaner and change its oil as frequently 
as the conditions require. The air cleaner function of 

trapping air borne dust and dirt is very important in promoting longer 
engine life. 

RADIATOR. - Keep the radiator cooling fins clean and free of dust, chaff, 
leaves, etc. Clogged cooling fins will reduce the effec

tive cooling area of the radiator and may result in improper cooling. 

GENERAL. - Keep the entire plant as clean as practicable. Wipe off 
accumulations of dust, dirt, and spilled oil. Keep the 


generator commutator,slip rings, and brushes clean. Ke,ep supplies 

of fuel and oil in air tight containers. Change the crankcase oil, and 

the oil filter element more frequently, as conditions require. 


ADJUSTMENTS 


9. 	 Throttle stop adjustment. - With the plant stopped, see that 1 

throttle stop lever screw (attach 
the over-ride lever) engages the carburetor stop projection by 1, 
to 1/2 turn. This can be done by backing off the screw until it jt 
clears the carburetor stop, then turning in 1/4 to 1/2 turn. Th 
provides a "cracked open" throttle for good starting characteris1 
Do not turn in so far as to cause the plant to "diesel" and refuse 
stop, thus defeating the purpose of the anti-dieseling control. 

DISTRIBUTOR POIlIlT GAP. - The proper condition, alignment, 
point gap adjustment are importa 

tors governing engine performance and long point life. They sh 
cleaned and inspected every 100 hours of operation. Pointssho 
replaced whenever a burned condition or excessive metal transf 
tween the points exists. The distributor points and the inside of 
distributor cap should be cleaned with a stiff bristle brush using 
good solvent such a chloroform or carbon tetrachloride. Do not 
file, Sandpaper, or emery cloth to clean or remove pits from di 
points. Any abrasion of the point surfaces only causes them to 
faster. 

NOTE: If His necessary to replace the distributor cap or spark 
wires, insert the wires in the proper cap sockets in a co 

clockwise direction, in the firing order 1-5-4-8-6-3-7-2. The 
one socket is identified by the number "1" on the cap. The cylin 
are numbered from front to rear - right bank, 1-2-3-4; left ba 
8. 

To check the distributor point gap, crank the engine with the sta 
until the movable arm rubbing block rests on a high point of the 
then check the point gap with a 0.015 inch feeler gauge. If the p 
requires adjustment, loosen the point assembly lock screws, ins 
blade of a screw driver in the adjustment slots, and turn it to ob 
0.015 inch gap. Tighten the lock screws,then recheck the point 

ANTI-DIESELING HOLDING SWITCH. -The micro switch. at th 
dieseling solenoid. short 

the resistor in the solenoid circuit. giving full battery voltage m 
,tarily to pull in the plunger for engine starting and running. 

The micro switch must be mounted at the proper distance from t 
noid plunger cam. Inspect by working the plunger by hand. List 
the "click" as the switch is opened and held by the plunger. If th 
does not open. high voltage will burn out the anti-dieseling solen 
the switch opens too soon the plunger will not continue to hold ful 
chattering will occur. 

To adjust the switch position move its bracket slightly at the ser 
,which mount the bracket and solenoid. Refer to Figure 14. 

http:UNILSUA~.PE
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/32 inch .from the slotted over-ride lever on the carburetor so 
does not interfere with wide open throttle when th~ solenoid is 
ngaged (phll1ger all the way in) as when plant is running. (c) See 
e anti-dieseling control spring tension is just enough to "break" 
ernor's jointed le.ver and hold the throttle closed d'Q.ring stopping. 
ring tension adjusting stud serves also to rotate the spring as 
'ary to hold the linkage stops horizontally to engage flat against 
r-ride lever. (d) Set the no load stop (located nearer the 

lon the wire linkage 1/32 inch away from the over... ride lever 
'he plant is running at rated speed with electrical load removed 
d). Start and stop the plant to check the~djustmertts. . 

O-SWITCH OVER-RIDE L.EVER 

SOL£NOID \ OVER-. RIDE: NO LOAD tlDLEl... t STOP 
SCREW SPRI NG TENSION 

'ADJUSTING STUD
'(.'. STOP. AND. SET 

LOCKING NUTrr, .... 
(ADJUSTING NUT ~ 

'M 
-DJESEL.CON- .. -BRACKET 

,WIRE 

AGE 


uRETORTHROTTLE 

,TOPPED POSITION) 


GOVERNOR SPEED 
ADJUSTI NG SCREW 

l'URNOUT TO 
DECREASE SPEED 

Fig. 14 Governor Adjustm ents 

Fig. 15 Throttle Stop Adjustments. 

P KRIO_DLC-.SERYLCE ~l 

GENERAL. - Follow a definite schedule of inspection and servicing to 
help in keeping the plant in good runIling condition, and to 

keep operating expenses to a minimum .. Service periods outlined in 
this section are for normal service and operating conditions . For ex
treme conqitions, such as continuous heavy duty, extremely high or low 
temperatures, etc., service more frequently. For periods of little 

· use, service periods can be lengthened accordingly. Keepa. record of 
the operating hours each day to assure servicing at the proper intervals. 
See Maintenance section for .ford's Service Schedule and additional 
maintt:!nance. 

. DAILY SERVICE 
(Normal 8 hours Operation) 

· FUEL. - If the plantisoperated on gaSOline fuel, check the fuel sup
ply often enough to avoid running out of fuel. If the plant stops 

from lack of fuel, it will be necessary for the fuel pump to first pump 
enough fuel to the carburetor to permit starting again. This may re
quire considerable cranking, depending upon the distance of fuel trave1 
from the tank to the fuel pump. 

CRANKCASE OIL. ... Check the oil level, . on the level indicator.. Do not 
allow the oil level to fall below the "ADD OIL" 

mark on the indicator. Add oil of the proper SAE number, as necessary 
to bring the level to or near the "FULL" mark on the indicator . Do not 
over fill. 

AlRCLEANER. - Service the air cleaner as often as required by the 
operating conditions. Under extremely dusty con


ditions, it may be necessary to clean the air cleaner and renew its oil 

several times during a day's operation. Under dustfree conditions, 

every ·100 hours or even less frequent servicing maybe sufficient. 


To service the air cleaner, remove it from the top of the carburetor. 

Disassemble the top section from the cup section and pour out the dirt 


· laden oil. Clean reservoir cup and filter element with solvent and allow 
to dry. Refill to the indicated level with clean oil and reassemble the 
cleaner. When reinstalling to the top of the carburetor, tighten just 
enough to assure that no air will leak in around the clamping point. 

RADIATOR. - Check lhe level of -the coolant in the radiator, andadd 
. liquid as necessary to bring the level up to normal. If 

freezing weather prevails, and a non-permanent type anti-freeze is used, 
test the protective strength of the solution. The high water temperature 
switch will not protect against evaporation. 

CLEANING. ..,. Keep the plant clean as practicable. A clean plant is 

easier to service and will give better service. Wipe off 


Slpilled oil, dust, dirt, etc. . 
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ADJUSTMENTS 


age regulation at full load may be made by connecting the type of 1 
that corresponds with the application. " 

SPEED CHART FOR CHECKING GOVERNOR REGULATION 
~I 

SPEED SPREAD (WITHIN RAN 
LIMITS 

, 	 SPEED RANGE 
PREFERRED I LIMITS 

.L. "'TO N. L. IMAX.I 	 I" MAX. IMINo 
I 
! 

I 
59 - 61 3 1.5 

60 CYCLE I
FOR ALL !CYCLE 63 I 59 

I 
1770 - 1830 4PLANTS iRPM 1890 11770 

! 
3 1.5 

50 CYCLE 
FOR ALL ICYCLE 53 I 49 

t 	 J 

90 4PLANTS .RPM 1590 11470 

I '" Speed Regulation for Full Rated Load is at 0.8 Power Factor. 

5. Sensitivity. - If the plant tends to hunt (alternately increase a 

I crease speed) under load conditions, increase v 
slightly the distance between the governor main shaft and the sens 
screw on which the spring link pivots. For best regulation, keep 
sensitivity screw up as closely as possible without causing huntin 

Any chailge in the setting of the sensitivity screw will require cor 
ing the speed screw adjustment. Decreasing sensitivity by turnin 
screw clockwise causes a 	slight speed increase which can be corr 
by turning the speed screw slightly counterclockwise to decrease" 
tension. 

6. General. - Be sure that all lock nuts are tightened as adjustm 
are completed. The governor can" not operate propl 

if there is any binding, sticking, or excessive looseness in the cor 
necting linkage or carburetor throttle assembly. A lean fuel mixtl 
or a cold engine may cause hunting. If a voltage drop is excessivE 
a full load is applied, and adjustments are correctly made, it is pl 
that the engine is low on power and should be repaired as necessaI 

7. 	 Output.- Check the AC output voltage. It should be plus or mi 
3% of the rated voltage. " 

8. 	 Anti-diesel Control. - (a) See that the wire linkage is securely 
attached to the solenoid plung~r. Do no 

I() 	
shorten or" lengthen this connection unless the spring tension at the 
opposite end can not be fully adjusted by its stud. (b) Set the stop 
over- ride set scre"\i.r, located nearer the solenoid) on the wire link.: 
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GOVEnNOR BELTS... Separate belts are used to drive the 
, 	 generator and the governor. The radi

is driven by the generator belt, andthe water pump is driven 
vernor belt. Belts should be inspected ,and replaced if cracked 

y show signs of fraying. Keep belts adjusted for proper tension' 
'xima tely 1/2 inch deflection at the point of longest span between 

Belts too tight will cause strain on bearings of the driven 
sm. Belts, too loose cause slipping and improper operation. 

SELING CONTROL. - Normally the factory adjustments 

should not be c):langed. Adjustment 


eis included with governor adjustment. ' 


... dieseling control (governor over-ride) is a device to hold the 
·closeddilring stopping of the plant. This insures' prompt", 
and prevents back firing. A spring and linkage'holds the 

closed during stopping and shut down. A solenoid is energized 
ome the spring tension and permits the governor to open the 
during starting and running. The anti-dieseling control spring 

ust be adjusted so that it is Slightly stronger than the spring 
vernor's jointed lever and weaker than the pull of the solenoid. 

OR (Includes ,Anti- dieseling Control). - The governor controls 
, the speed of the engine, 

efore the frequency of the current. Plant speed affects AC, out
ge. Either a tachometer or frequency meter may be used to 
gine speed for proper governor adjustment. ' 

~rnor Linkage .... With the engine stopped, the throttle held wide 
open, andtension on the governor spring, ad

governor linkage'length by rotating the ball joint on the liIlk so 
carburetor stop l~ver clears the stop pin by not less than 1/32 

'diesel ControL ... Move stops (set screws on wire lin.k) away 
from carburetor so that they have no purpose 

::tpleting speed adjustments. ' 

n Up. -Start the plant and allow it to reach operatin.g tempera
ture. ' 


i. 	- ,Adjust the .speed. With nO electrical load conneCted, adjust 
the speed screw to attain the proper no load (n.l.) speed as' 

the speed chart. Apply a full rated load at 0.8 power factor 
1 check the speed. 'Be sure the voltage is safe for the load 
An incorrect speed drop from full load tonoload necessitates' 

vity adjustment. 

WEEKLY SERVICE 

(Normal 50 hours Operation) 


CRANKCASE OIL .... With a new (or reconditioned) engine, drain the 
crankcase and refill to the proper level after the 

FIRST '15. HOURS OF OPERATION. Drain and refill the crankcase again 
after the next 50 hours of operation. If the plant is operating under tem
perature conditions of 320 F. (OoC.) or lower, continue to change the 
crankcase oUat 50 hour intervals. ' 

Such cold weather operation, particularly when operating periods are of 
short duration, is likely to cause sludge formation which tends to quickly 
contaminate the oil. Always drain the old oil, when changing it, only 
when.theengineiswarm from recent running. 

Under normal temperature (above 320 F.) and operating conditions, 
change the crankcase oil every 100 operating hours. 

OIL FILTER. - The oil filter is a full-flow type, and if allowed to be
come filled with sludge to the point where nooH can 

flow through it, a by-pass valve opens to provide lubrication to the en
gine. 

Under normal operating conditions, change the oil filter element each 
alternate crankcase oil change. However, under cold operating con
ditions or dusty and dirty conditions, change the filter element at e,ach 
oil change. 

Place a drip pan under the oil filter . Remove the center bolt and re
move the filter housing and element as a unit. After discarding the dirty 
filter element and all the gaskets, clean the metal parts with solvent, 
making sure the radial holes in the center bolt are not clogged. Place 
a new gasket next to the head of the center bolt and insert the center 
bolt in the housing. Install the spring and retainer assembly over the 
center.;bolt.(retainer. facing the .threadedend.of bolt).. InstalLa new gasket 
and element over the bolt. 

With the openings in the diaphragm pOSitioned at the top, install a new 
housing gasket in the crankcase recess. Position the filter and tighten 
the center bolt just enough to cause thefilter housing to contact the 
gasket. Rotate the housing to assure even seating, then tighten the cen
ter bolt to 20-25pounds-foot torque. Overtightening the center bolt may 
cause distortion of the filter housing and cause oil leakage. Check for 
oi11eakage after the engine MS warmed up." 
GOVERNOR. - Check the governor oil level. Remove the oil. level plug 

(Fig. 8) and add oil, of the same SAE number as used 
in the crankcase, until the oil reaches the plug level. Do not overfill. 

the plant is rated at 80% power factor load, the speed ,and volt- ' 
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GOVERNOR LIl\TKAGE. - Inspect the ball joints of the governor arm 
and carburetor throttle linkage. Keep these 

points free of dust. Lubricate With a "dry" type of lubricant, such as 
powdered graphite, If a "dry" lubricant is not obtainable,useonlya 
light ma.chine oil of non-gumming quality. . 

BATTERYGENERATOR.- Put two or three drops of oilittthebattery 
char~ng generator oilers,· one at each end 

of the generator. Do not over lubricate. 

STARTER. - The starting motor does not require any lubrication uit 
does not have an oiler at its outer end, . 

BATTERY. - See that the battery connections are clean and tight. Cor-. 
rosion at the terminals can be removed by flushing with 

a weak baking soda and water solution. Flush clean with clean water 
and dry thoroughly.· A light coating of grease or asphalt paint willre- . 
tard sueh corrosion. 

Keep the electrolyte at the proper level above the plate separators by 
adding clean water which has been approved for use in batteries.In 
freezing weather, run the plant for at least 20 minutes after adding . 
water, to mix the water with the electrolyte and prevent its freezing. 

MONTHL Y SERVICE 
(Normal 200 hours Op.eration) 

FUEL SYSTEM. - Remove the drain plug at the bottom of the carbure
tor to drain off any sediment. Install the plug se

curely. Removethe filter bowl and screen from the fuel pump,clean 
thoroughly, and replace. After servicing is completed, inspect care
fuUyagainst leaks. 

SPARK PLUGS. - Remove the spark plugs, clean them and adjust the 
gap to 0.028-0.032 inch when using gasoline fuel or 

to 0.018 inch when using gas fuel. Replace with a new one any PlQg 
which will not pass a standard compression firing .test. 

DISTRIBUTOR. - Examine the distributor breaker points. If burned or 
pitted, replace with a new set. See that the point gap 

is set at 0.014" to 0.016" at widest separation. Apply avery small 
amount (about the size of a match head) of high temperatUre· grease on 
the breaker cam surface. Put a few drops of oil in the oiler cup on \he 
side of the distributor. 

COMPRESSION TEST. - Use a compression gauge to test the engine 
compression. Low compression on one cyl

inder may indicate a leaking valve. Unusually high compression on all 
t! 

cylinders may indicate a build-up of lead deposits, necessitating removal 
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the engine speed begins to drop. Then turn the adjusting screw 
. (counterclockwise) Ulltil the speed retu.rns to normal. Set the 10 
securely to prevent any change in the setting from vibration. 

Check to see that the anti-dieseling control is properly connecte 
that the throttle stop screw is properly adjusted, Fig. 15, 

'\ 
GAS FuEL 

MAIN ADJUST~ENT 

Fig. 12. Gas-Gasoline Carburetor Adjustments 

HIGH WATER TEMPERATURE SWITCH. - The switch operates 
stop the engine if the 

coolant temperature rises to high. This 
prevents overheating which would cause 
serious damage to the engine. The engine 
may be started again when the temperature 
drops about 100 , (1) Adjustabletemperature 
switch used prior to Spec C was set at the 
factory at 2050 • The dial adjustment should 
be set at a temperature several degrees 
below the boiling point of the coolant. Lower 
the setting 30 for each 1000 feet above sea 
level. Do not set the switch to operate at too 
Iowa temperature or the engine may be 
stopped before it reaches operating temp
erature. (2) Non-Adjustable switch used 
begin Spec C is fixed to operate at 2020 F. 
plus or minus 20 

, The pressure radiator cap 
prevents coolant boiling at high altitudes. 

,-~~ 
.,,/' 

''% 

),,-,/. 
. 

UN 

Fig, - 13 High 
Temperature 

Switch 
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Choke buffu!/y 
valve -.----.:-

A31il 

o 
Fig. 11 Counterweighted Choke (Prior to Spec C) 

OID PRIMER, GAS OPERATION (Begin Spec C). - The prime.r is 
located on the ' 

of the atmospheric gas pressure regulator. Battery current oper
primer automatically when the engine is being cranked. The arm
the primer opens the valve of the regulator to permit a good vol

y flow of g4S vapor to the carburetor for quick starting. This is a 
effect. To'.adjust primer loosen lock nut and turn primer in (clock
richen, 01,< out (counter-clockwise) to lean. Tighten lock nut after 

ent.To cheek for amount of prime, remove hose at carburetor and 
por at .end of hose when primer is operated; vapor should come 

ose in a good volume lazy flow. 

(ENOl/) PRIM~R 

LOCK 

Fig. llA Solenoid Primer (Begin Spec C) 

ImTOR, GAS. - If the plant is equipped for gas fuel, see that 
the gasoline shut offis closed and that the float 

rewat the bottom of the· carburetqr is turned upward to its limit .. 
ctric choke must be adjusted so that the adjustable cover is 
LO to 12 notches counterclockwise from thezero mark, as shown 
re 12. When properly adjusted, the electric choke will be com
open even at verylow temperatures. 

~ "idle" adjusting screw turned inward to its seat, and with the 

lerating at full load, turn the main gas adjusting screw in until 


I 
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of the cylinder heads and scraping deposits out. Normal new en-gine 

! 

! 
I compression with the throttle wide open, engine at operating tempera


ture, all spark plugs removed, and battery fully charged, is approxi

mately 155 lbs. 


fr EXHAUST. - Inspect all exhaust connections carefully for leaks. Tighten 
or make any other necessary repairs.

! GENERATOR. - Examine the generator brushes and the slip rings. Thel slip rings acquire a brown glossy appearance, which 
is normal. Do not attempt to maintain a bright metallic appearance. 
Wipe clean with a dry, lint free, hard finish cloth. Slight roughness· 
or a heavy coating can be remedied by lightly sanding with 1100 sand
paper..: never use emery or carborundum cloth or paper. Wipe out all 
carbon and sanding dust.. . 

Brushes gradually wear so that eventually they can become too short 
to properly function. Brush wear will be more rapid under dusty con
ditions. Replace brushes in sets, when worn to 1/2 inch .in length. 
Never lubricate brushes or slip rings. . 

The generator bearing is a permanently lubricated and sealed type and 
requires no lubrication service. 

THREE MONTH SERVICE 
(Normal 600 hours Operation) 

VALVE TAPPETS. - Remove the rocker arm covers and check the tap
pet clearances. Adjust as necessary to a clear

ance of 0.016 inch for the intake valves, and 0.019" for the exhaust 
valves.· Tappets should be adjusted with the engine at operating temper
ature. 

CAUTlON 

When replaCing the. rocker arm covers, tighten the 
cover nuts to only 2 to 2.5 lb. ft. torque. Over
tightening th.e cover nuts will distort the cover. 

SEMI-YEARLY SERVICE 
(Norma11200 hours Operation) 

COOLING SYSTEM. - Drain the cooling system. Flush thoroughly and 
if necessary, use a good cleaning solution. Re

fill, using a good rust inhibitor or anti-freeze containing inhibitor .. 

OIL PAN. - Remove the engine oil pan and clean thoroughly of all 
sludge, etc. Do this at a time to coincide with a regularly 

scheduled oil change. 
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CARBURETOR, GASOLINE. - The carburetor has main and idle adjust
ing needle valves (Fig. 9 ). The main 

adjusting needle; at the bottom of the carburetor, affects the operation 
at the heavier load conditions. The idleadjustiilg needle, at the side of 
the carburetor, affects the operation at the light and no load conditions. 

Under normal circumstances, the factory carburetor adjustments should 
not be disturbed. If the adjustments have been changed, an approximate 
setting of 1-1/2 turn open for the idle needle and 1 turn open fOr the 
main needle will permit starting.. Adjust temporarily for smoothest 
running. Allow the engine to thoroughly warm up before making final 

. adjustments. . 

An engine speed indicator (tachometer, or fI'equency meter) should be 

used. 


Qll 
Fig.· 9 Gasoline Carburetor Adjustments 

To adjust the "idle" (no load) needle, see that no load is connected to 
the generator .. Slowly turn· the idle adjusting needle out until the engine 
speed drops slightly. TUrn the needle in just to the point where the 
speed returns to normal. 

To adjust the main needle, apply a full electrical load. Turn the main 
needle in until the engine speed begins to drop. Slowly turn the needle 
out until the speed no longer rises. Try various electrical loads. If 
the engine speed fluctuates· at anyload, turn the main adjusting needle 
out slightly. Do not turn out more t'l:!an 1/2 turn beyond the original 

{) 
l\ 
1 
i 

\ 

l( 
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full load setting. If stable Speed can not be obtained by such car 
adjustment, a change in the governor sensitivity adjustment will 
ably be necessary. 

ELECTRIC CHOKE. - A 12 volt electric choke with vacuum boos 
used on gasoline plants as shown in Figur 

The adjllstable choke cover is held in place by the three outer sc 
The perimeter of the cover is divided into sections by small r ai 
marks. One of the marks is labeled zero and the twelfth mark f 
zero mark is labeled with an asterisk(*). The asterisk mark in 
the normal adjustment setting. A long raised line on the top of t 
choke housing is used as the reference mark. The normal settin 
the choke is made when the asterisk mark lines up with the refer 
line as shown. 

If over-choking occurs, loosen the three locking screws and turn 
choke cover slightly to the left (counterclockwise). Do not turn 
far. One or two notches will usually be sufficient. Tightehthe 
locking screws. To increase the choking action, turn the choke 
slightly to the right (clockwise). 

J 

Fig. 10 Electric Choke 

COUNTERWEIGHTED CHOKE, GAS OPERATION (Prior to Spec 
When the engir 

warm, the Zenith electric choke cannot give choking action imme 
ly when the engine is stopped. The counterweighted choke, locab 
the carburetor inlet, aids starting. The correct position of the" 
on the choke plate shaft, holds the choke closed while the engine 
ped, and permits the choke to be held open by the air stream to j 

buretor while the engine is running. 
Refer to Figure 11. for correct choke adjustment. After adjustrr 
per operation of the choke should be checked by determining that 
butterfly valve freely closes when released, (2) the butterfly sna 
as soon as the engine starts. 
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Em TOR, GASOLINE. - The carburetor has main and idle adjust
ing needle valves (Fig. 9). The main 


g needle; at the bottom of the carburetor, affects the operation 

eavier load conditions. The idle adJusting needle,at the side of 

mretor, affects the operation at the light and no load conditions. 
 ',I 

i{\1 
lormal circumstances, the factory carburetor adjustments should 
listurbed. If the adjustments have been changed, an approximate 
of 1-1/2 turn open for the idle needle and 1 turn open for the 
~edle will permit starting. Adjust temporarily for smoothest 
;. Allow the engine to thoroughly warm up before making final 
lents. . 

,ne speed indicator (tachometer, or frequency meter) should be 

Qll 
Fig. 9 Gasoline Carburetor Adjustments 

stthe"idle" (no load) needle, see that no load is connected to 
erator. Slowly turn the idle adjusting needle out until the engine 

ops slightly. Turn the needle in just to the pofnt where the 
eturns to normal. 

st the main needle, apply a full electrical load. Turn the main 
in until the engine speed begins to drop. Slowly turn the needle 
il the speed no longer rises. Try various electrical loads. If 
ine speed fluctuates at any load, turn the niainadjusting needle 
htly. Do not turn out more than 1/2 turn beyond the original 

t 

'il 
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full load setting. If stable speed can not be obtained by such carburetor 
adjustment, a change in the governor sensitivity adjustment will prob
ably be necessary. 

ELECTRIC CHOKE. - A 12 volt electric choke with vacuum booster is 
used on gasoline plants as shown in Figure 10 . 

The adjustable choke cover is held in place by the three outer screws. : 
The perimeter of the cover is divided into sections by small raised 
marks. One of the marks is labeled zero and the twelfth mark from the 
J1:ero mark is labeled with an asterisk(*). The asterisk mark indicates 
the normal adjustment setting.· A long raised line on the top of the 
choke housing is used as the reference mark. The normal setting for 
the choke is made when the asterisk mark lines up with the reference 
line as shown. 

If over-choking occurs, loosen the three locking screws and turn the 
choke cover slightly to the left (counterclockwise) . Do not turn very 
far. One or two notches will usually be sufficient. Tighten the three 
locking screws. . To increase the choking' action, turn the choke cover 
slightly to the right (clockwise). 

ASTERISK" 
MARK 

Fig. 10 Electric Choke 

COUNTERWEIGHTED CHOKE. GAS OPERATION (Prior to Spec C). 
_ When the engine is 

warm. the Zenith electric choke cannot give choking action immediate
ly when the engine is stopped. The counterweighted choke. located at 
the carburetor inlet, aids starting. The correct position of the weight, 
on the choke plate shaft, holds the choke closed while the engine is stop;.. 
ped. and permits the choke to be held open by the air stream to the car
buretor while the engine is running. 
Refer to Figure 11. for correct choke adjustment. After adjustment pro
per operation of the choke should be checked by determining that. (1) th8 
butterfly valve freely closes when released, (2) the butterfly snaps open 
as sOQuas the engine starts. 
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Fig. 11 Counterweighted Choke (Prior to Spec C) 

SOLENOID PRIMER. GAS OPERATION (Begin Spec C). - The primer is 
. located on the 

center of the atmospheric gas pressure regulator. Battery current oper
ates the primer automatically when the engine is being cranked. The arm.,. 
ature of the primer opens the valve of the regulator to permit a good vol
ume lazy flow of gas vapor to thecarburetor for quick starting. This is a 
choking effect. To ,adjust primer loosen lock nut and turn primer in (clock
wise) to richen. o~out (counter-clockwise) to lean. Tighten lock nut after 
adjustment. To check for amount of prime. remove hose at carburetor and 
watch vapor at end of hose when primer is operated; vapor should come 
o'llt.ofhose in a good volume lazy flow. 

SO££J.lOIO PRIM£R 

LOCK 

Fig. llA Solenoid Primer (Begin Spec C) 

CARBURETOR, GAS. - If the plant is equipped for gas fuel, see that 
the gaSOline shut off is closed and that the float 

lock screw at the bottom of the carburetor is turned upward to Us limit. 
The electric choke must be adjusted so that the adjustable cover is 
turned 10 to 12 notches counterclockwise from the zero mark,as shown 
on Figure 12. When properly adjusted, the electric choke will be com
pletely open even at verylow temperatures. 

With the "idle" adjusting screw turned inward to its seat, and WiU1 the 
plant operating at full load, turn the main gas adjusting screw in until 

PERIODIC SERVICE 

of the cylinder heads and scraping depOSits out. Normal new en 
compression with the throttle wide open, engine at operating tem. I 

J . ture, all spark plugs removed, and battery fully charged, is appr
I . mately 155 lbs. 

EXHAUST... Inspect all exhaust connections carefully for leaks.r 
or make any other necessary repairs. 

I GENERATOR. - Examine the generator brushes and the slip ring 
slip rings acquire a brown glossyappeal'ance, w 

is normal. Do not attempt to maintain a bright metallicappearan 
Wipe clean with a dry, lint free, hard finish cloth. Slight roughn 
or a heavy coating can be remedied by lightly sanding with #00 sa 
paper- never use emery or carborundum cloth or paper. Wipe 0 

carbon:andsanding,dush< 

Brushes gradually wear so that eventually they can become too sh 
. to properly function. Brush wear will be more rapid .under dusty 

ditions. Replace brushes in sets, when worn to 1/2 inch in lengt 
Never lubricate brushes or slip rings .. 

The generator bearing is a permanently lubricated and sealed typ 
requires no lubrication service. 

THREE MONTH SERVICE 
(Normal 600 hours Operation) 

VALVE TAPPETS. - Remove the rocker arm covers and check th 
pet clearances. Adjust as necessary to a cl 

ance of 0.016 inch for the intake valves, and O. 019" for the exhaU! 
valves. Tappets should beadjustEid with the engine at operating te 
ature. 

CAUTION 

When replacing the. rocker arm covers, tighten .the 
cover nuts to only 2 to 2.5 lb. ft. torque. Over
tightening the cover nuts will' distort the cover. 

SEMI-YEARLY SERVICE 
(Normal 1200 hours Operation) 

COOLING SYSTEM. - Drain the cooling system. Flush thoroughl~ 
if necessary. use a good cleaning solution. 

fill, using a good rust inhibitor or anti-freeze containing inhibitor 

OIL PAN. - Remove the engine oil pan and clean thoroughly of all 
sludge, etc. Do this at a time. to coincide with a regu 

scheduled oil change. 
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~OR LINKAGE. -Inspect the ball jOints of the governor arm 
and carburetor throttle linkage . . Keep these 


cree of dust. Lubricate With a "dry" type of lubricant, such as 

ed graphite. Ifa"dry" lubricantis not obtainable, use only a 

aChine oil of non- gumming quality . 


,r 

:RYGENERATOR. - Put two or three drops of oUin the battery 
. charging generator oilers, one at each end· 

~enerator. Do not over lubricate. 

'ER. ,.. 	The. starting motor dOes not requi:r:e any lubrication if it 
does not have an oiler at its outer end. 

. 	 . 

~RY.- See that the battery connections are clean and tight. Cor
. rosion at the terminals can be removed by flusbing with 
baking socm.and water solution .. Flush clean with clean water 

'f thoroughly.. A light coating of grease or asphalt paintwill re- . 
leh corrosion. 

he electrolyte at the proper level above the plate separators by 
clean water which has been approved for use in batteries. In 

Ig weather, run the plant for at least 20 minutes after adding 
to mix the water with the electrolyte and preventits freezing. 

MONTHLY SERVICE 

(Normal 200 hours Operation) 


SYSTEM. - Remove the drain plug at the bottom of the carbure
tor to drain off any sediment. Install the plug se

. Remove the filter bowl and screen from the fuel pump, clean 
ghly, and replace. After servicing is completed, inspect care
gainst leaks. 

PLUGS. - Remove the spark plugs, clean them and adjust the 
gap to 0.028-0.032 inch when using gaSOline fuel or 

8 inch when using gas fuel. Replace with a new one any plug 
will not pass a standard compression firing test. 

UTOR. ,.. Examine the distributor breaker pOints. If burned or 
pitted, replace with a new set. See. that the point gap 

at 0.014" to 0.016" at widest separation. Apply a verysmall 
t (about the size of a match bead) of high temperatUre grease on 
aker cam surface. Put a few drops of oil in the oiler cup on the 

the distributor. . " 


RESSION TEST. :.. Use a compression gauge to test the engine 
compression. Low compression on one cyl

ay iridicatea leaking valVe. Unusually high compression on all 
rs may indicate a build-up of lead deposits, necessitating removal 

AD.IlJS..TME NTS 	 " ... 

the engine speed begins to drop. Then turn the adjusting screw out 
(counterclockwise) until the speed returns to normaL Set the lock nut 
securely to prevent any change in the setting from vibration. 

Check to see that the anti-dieseling control is properly connected and 
that the throttle stop screw is properly adjusted, Fig. 15. 

Fig. 12. Gas-Gasoline Carburetor Adjustments 

HIGH WATER TEMPERATURE SWITCH. ,.. 	 The switch operates to 
stop the engine if the 

coolant temperature rises to high. This 
prevents overheating which would cause 
serious damage to the engine, The engine 
maybe started again when the temperature 
drops about 100 • (1) Adjustable temperature 
sWitch used prior to Spec C was set at the 
factory at 205°, The dial adjustment should 
be set at a temperature several degrees 
below the boiling point of the coolant. Lower 
the setting 30 for each 1000 feet above sea 
leveL 	Do not set the switchto operate at too 
low a temperature or the engine may be 
stopped before it reaches operating temp
eratura. (2) Non.;..Adjustable switch used 
begin Spec C is fixed to operate at 2020 F. 
plus or minus 20 

, The pressure radiator cap 
prevents coolant boiling at high altitudes. 

Fig. - 13 High Water 
Temperature Cut-off 

Switch 
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FAN AND GOVER.NOR BELTS,- Separate belts are used to drive the 
" .... generator and the governor..The radi- . 

ator fan IS driven by the generator belt, and the water pump is driven 
by thegovernor belt. Belts should be inspected and replaced if cracked 
or ifth~y show signs of fraying." Keep belts adjusted fotproper tension' 
of approximately 1/2 inch deflection at the point of longest span between 
pulleys. Belts too tight will cause strain on bearings oIthe ~iven " 
mechanism. Belts. too loose cause slipping and improper operation. 

. ANTI-DIESELING CONTROL. -Normally the factory adjustments 
. shoUld not be c;h.anged. Adjustment 

procedure is included with governor adjustment. 

Theal;lti... dieseling control (governor over-ride) is a deviceto hold the 

throttie'Ciosed during stopping of theplanLThis insures prompt' 

stopping and prevents back firing. A ·spring and linkage holds the 

throttle closedduring stopping and shut down. A solenoid is energized 

t6 overcome the spring tension and permits the governor to open the 

throttleduringstarting and running. The anti-dieseling control spring 

tension must be adjusted so that it is slightly stronger than the spring 

in the governor's jointed lever and weaker than the pull of th,e solenoid. 


GOVERNOR (Includes Anti-dieseling Control). - The governor controls 
. the speed of the engine, 

and therefore the frequency of the current. Plant speed affectsAC out
put voltage. Either a tachometer Or frequency meter maybe used to 
check engine speed for proper governor adjustment. 

.. 1. Governor Linkage .... With the engine stopped, the throttle held wide . 
, open, andtension on the governor spring, ad

just the governor lillkage length by rotating the ball joint on the link so 
that the carburetorstop l~ver clears the stop pin by not less thlm 1/32
inch. 	 . 

2. Anti-diesel Control. - Move stops (set screws on wire link) away 

'. from carburetor so that they have no purpoSe 

until completing .speedadjustments. 


3. 	 Warm Up. - start the plant and allow it to reach operating tempera
ture. ' 

4. Speed. - AdjusLthespeed. With no electrical load connected, actjust 
, the speed screw to attainthe proper no load (n.L) speed as' 

shown in the speed chart. Apply af1lll rated load aiO. 8 power factor 
and again Check the speed. Be sure the voltage is safe for the load 
applied. An incorrect speed drop from full load to no load necessitates' 
a sensitivity adjustment. 

PKRIODICKKRV~CE 

WEEKI.. Y SEE.VICE 
(Normal 50 hours Operation) 

CRANKCASE OIL . ... With a new (or reconditioned) engine, drain th 
crankcase' and refill, to the proper leveLaftert 

\\ FIRST 15 HOURS OF OPERATION. Drain and refill the crankcase 
after the next 50 hours of operation. If the plant is operating under 
perature conditions of 320 F. (DOC.) or lower, continue to change tb 
crankcase oil at 50 hour intervals. . 

Such cold.wea theroperation, particularly when operating periods a 
short duration, is likely to cause sludge formation which tendsto q 
cOntaminate the oil. Always drain the old oil~ when changing it, 0 

. when, the engine is. warm from recent running. 

Under normal temperature (above 320 F.) and operating conditions, 
change the crankcase oil every 'lOO operating hours. . 

OIL FILTER. - The oil filter is a fUll-flow type, and if allowed to 
come filled with sludge to the point where no oil ca 

flow through it, a by-pass valve opens to provide lubrication to the 
gine. 

Under normal operating conditions, change the oil filter element ea 
alternate crankcase oil change. However, under cold operating con 

, ditions or dusty aQ.d dirty conditions, change the filter element at e 
oil change. 

Place a drip pan under the oil filter. Remove the center bolt and r 
move the filter housing and element as a unit. After discarding the 
filter. element and all the gaskets, clean the metal parts with solve 
making sure the radial holes in the center bolt are. not clogged. PI 

. a new gasket next to the head of the center bolt and insert the cente 
bolt in the housing. Install the spring and retainer assembly over t 
center,bolt(retainer.facing.the.thr,eaded.end.of ,bolt). Install a new 
and element over the bolt. 

With the openings in the diaphragm pOSitioned at the top, install a n 
housing gasket in the crankcase recess. Position the filter and tig 

'the center boltjust enough to cause the filter housing to contact the 
gasket. Rotate the housing to assure even seating, then tighten the 
ter bolt to 20-25 pounds-foot torque.. Overtightening the center bol 
cause distortion of the filter housing and cause oil leakage. Check 
oil leakage after the engine has warmed up. 

GOVERNOR. - Check the governor oil level. Remove the oil level 
. (Fig.S) and add oil; of the same SAE number as u(i 

. . in the crankcase, until the oil reaches the plug level. Do not overf 
Although the plant is rated at 80% power factor load, the speed and volt- . 

http:center,bolt(retainer.facing.the.thr,eaded.end.of
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age regulation at full load may be made by connecting the type of load 
that corresponds with the application. . 

SPEED CHART FOR CHECKING GOVERNOR REGULATION 

SPEED RANGE f SPEED SPREAD (WITHIN RANGE 
LIMITS PREFERRED r LIMITS 

1 ; 

MIN.jMAX. I MIN. r·L 
. 'TO N.L. iMAX. 

FOR ALL ICYCLE 63 I 59 59 - 61 i 3 1.5 . I 
1890 1770 1770 - 1830 I 90 45 

53 49 49 - 51 3 1.5 

1590 1470 1470 - 1530 I 90 45 

60 CYCLE I 
PLANTS RPM 

FOR ALL CYCLE 
'DlLKrTHIS 1 	

GOVERNOR 
CONTROL 
LINKAGE 

BALL 
JOINT 

U.1{TU:.:.':\~'";'~~~~,_~: 5',~::;'.EVE! ....... ~..,...n I D:l tTr"IC '-1>0~'~~f;~;}'"> -,- .,.",.,,, ':- -,,-,'-,. " 50 CYCLE I 
PLANTS RPM 

* Speed Regulation for Full Rated Load is at O. 8 Power Factor. 

5. Sensitivity. - If the plant tends to hunt (alternately increase and de-
EROPERATE crease speed) under load conditions, increase veryINE·WITH 
!!£WIt'TitIS ~ slightly the distance between the governor main shaft and the sensitivityEVEL 

screw on which the spring link pivots. For best regulation, keep the~ 
sensitivity screw up as closely as possible without causing hunting . AIR CLEANER ~KEE';.r;EtTTHIS 

..EIIEL 
MARKS Any change in the setting of the sensitivity screw will require correct

ing the speed screw adjustment. Decreasing sensitivity by turning the 
screw clockwise causes a slight speed increase which can be corrected 
by turning the speed screw slightly counterclockwise to decrease spring 
tension. 

6. General. - Be sure that all lock nuts are tightened as adjustments 
OIL are completed. Thegovernor can notoperateproperly
HE.RE if there is any binding, stiCking, or excessive looseness in the con- . 

necting linkage or carburetor throttle assembly. A lean fuel mixture, 
ora cold engine may cause hunting. If a voltage drop is excessive when 
a full load· is applied, and adjustments are correctly made, it is probable 
that the engine is low on power and should be repaired as necessary. 

7. 	 Output. - Check the AC output voltage. It should be plus or minus 
3% of the rated voltage. 

" ''.j 8. Anti-diesel Control.- (a) See that the wire linkage is securely 
attached to the solenoid plunger. Do not 

shorten or lengthen this connec.tion unless the spring tension at the.Fig. 8 Lupricatioll Points opposite- end can not be fully adjusted by its stud. (b) Set the stop (or 
over- ride set screw, located nearer the solenoid) on the wire linkage 
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about 1/32 inch from the slotted over-ride lever on the carburetor so 
that it does not interfere with wide open throttle when the solenoid is 
fully engaged (plunger all the way in) as when plant is running. (c) See 

. that the anti-dieseling control spring tension is just enough to "break" 
the governor's jointed lever and hold the throttle closed during stopping. 
The spring tension adjusting; stud serves also to rotate the spring as 
necessary to hold the linkage stops horizontally to. engage flat against 
the over-ride lever. (d) Set the no load stop (located nearer the 
spring) on the wire linkage 1/32 inch away from the over-ride lever 
while th.e plant is running at rated speed with electrical load removed 
(no load). Start and stop the plant to check the~djustments. 

AM 
ANTI::-DIESEL CON .. 
TROL WIRE· . €!:=::i-
LINKAGE !:' 
CARBURETOR THROTTLE 

(STOPPED POSfTION) 

OVER-RIDE LEVER 
NO LOAD tlDL£) 

( 

STOPANDSET 

. 

SCREW rSPRING TENSJON 
I 'ADJUSTI NG STUD 

rn
.~.-

Fig. 14 Governor Adjustments 

CRANKING POSITION 

~~~ % 

Fig. 15 Throttle Stop Adjustments. 

GENERAL. - Follow a definite schedule of inspection and servic 
help in keeping the plant in good running condition, 

keep operating expenses to a minimum. Service periods outline 
this section are for normal service and operating conditions. F 
treme conqitions, such as continuous heavy duty, extremely big 

\1 	 temperatures, etc. l service more frequently. For periods of 
use, service periodscan belengthened accordingly. Keep a rec 
the operating hours each day to assure servicing at the proper i 
See Maintenance section for.ford's Service Schedule and additio 
maintt!nance. 

DAILY SERVICE 
(Normal 8 hours Operation) 

FUEL. 	- If the plant is operated on gasoline fuel, check the fuel 
ply often enough to avoid running out of fuel. If the pIa 

from lack of fuel, it will be necessary for the fuel pump to first 
enough fuel to the carburetor to permit starting again. This ma' 
quire considerable cranking, depending upon the distance of fuel 
from the tank to the fuel pump. 

CRANKCASE OIL .. - Check the oil level, on the level indicator. 
allow the oil level to fall below the "ADD 0 

mark on the indicator. Add oil of the proper SAE number, as n 
to bring the level to or near the "FULL" mark on the indicator. 
over fill. 

AIR CLEANER. - Service the air cleaner as often as required b 
operating conditions. Under extremely dusty 

ditions, it may be necessary to clean the air cleaner and renew' 
severaltimes during a day's operation. Under dust free conditi 
every 100 hours or even less frequent servicing may be sufficien 

To service the air cleaner, remove it from the top of the carbur 
Disassemble the top section from the cup section and pour out th 
laden oil. Clean reservoir cup and filter element with solvent a 
to dry. Refill to the indicated level with clean oil and reassembl 
cleaner. When reinstalling to the top of the carburetor, tighten 
enough to assure that no air will leak in around the clamping POll! 

RADIATOR. - Check the level of the coolant in the radiator, and 
liquid as necessary to bring the level up to normal 

freezing weather prevails, and a non-permanent type anti-freeze 
test the protective strength of the solution. The high water temp 
switch will not protect against evaporation. 

CLEANING. - Keep the plant clean as practicable. A clean plan1 
easier to service and will give better service. Wj 

spilled oil, dust, dirt, etc. 
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9. Throttle stop adjustment. - With the plant stopped, see that theNOTE 
throttle stop lever screw (attaching 

the over-ride lever) engages the carburetor stop projection by 1/4REDUCING BATTERY SPECIFIC GRAVITY :(. 

to 1/2 turn. This can be done by backing off the screw until it justFOa- LONGER BATTERY LIFE 
clears the carburetor stop, then turning in 1/4 to 1/2 turn. This 

- - ,>d automotive type storage batteries will self discha:rge very 
-when installed where the ambient temperature is always above. 
sUch as in a boiler room,or in tropical climates. To lengthen 
life, dilute the electrolyte from a normall. 275 specific gravity 

~ at full charge to a 'I. 225 reading. 

inking power. of the battery is reducedsomewbat when the elec-' 
is diluted, but if the temperature is consistently above 900 F., 
nced cranking power will hardly be noticed, and lengthened bat
e will be a distinct adVantage. Adjustthe electrolyte as follows: 

Fully- charge the battery; Do ~ot bring an op~n flame or burn
ing cigarette near the battery during charging, . as the gas re
leased during.charging is highly inflammable. 

- '. 

While the battery is stilron,charge, use a hydrometer or filler 

bulb to 'draw offall the eleCtrolyte above the plates in each cell. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO POUR OFF! I Avoid skin or clothing 

eontactwith the electrolyte. :Di~pose -of the removed electrolyte. 


Refill each cell With puredistllled water, .to the recommended 

level. 

cOntinue'charging {or onenour ~t a 4.to 6 ampere rate. 


Use a reliabl,e hydrometerto test each battery celL If the spec
cificgravity is still above 1.225, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until 
the reading. of the fully charged battery isoot over 1.225. Most 
batteries require repeating steps 2, 3, and 4 two times . 

DUST AND DIRT 

LEANER. - Clean the air cleaner and change its oil as frequently 
as the conditions require. The air. cleaner function of 

3g air borne dust and dirt is very important in promoting longer 
life. 

•TOR.... Keep the radiator cooling fins cit:an and free of dust, chaff, 
leaves, etc. Clogged cooling fins will reduce the effec

)oling area of the radiator and may result in improper cooling. 

RAL. - Keep the entire plant as clean as practicable. Wipe off 
accumulations of dust, dirt, and spilled oiL Keep the 

ltor commutator,slip rings, and brushes clean. Keep supplies 
. and oil in air tight containers. Change the crankcase oil, and 
. filter element more frequently, as conditions require. 

provides a "cracked open" throttle for good starting characteristics. 
Do not turn in so far as to cause the plant to "diesel" and refuse to 
stop, thus defeating the purpose of the anti-dieseling control. 

DISTRIBUTOR POINT GAP. - The proper condition, alignment, and 
point gap adjustment are important fac~ 

tors governing engine performance and long point life. They should be 
cleaned and inspected every 100 hours of operation. 'Points should be 
replaced whenever a burned condition or excessive metal transfer be
tween the points exists. The distributor points and the inside of the 
distributor cap should be cleaned with a stiff bristle brush using a 
good solvent such a chloroform or carbon tetrachloride. Do not use a 
file, sandpaper, or emery cloth to clean or remove pits from distributor 
points. Any abrasion of the point surfaces only causes them to burn 
faster. 

NOTE: If it is necessary to replace the distributor cap or spark plug 
wires, insert the wires in the proper cap sockets in a counter

clockwise direction, in the firing order 1-5-4-8-6-3-7-2. The number 
one socket is identified by the number "1" on the cap. The cylinders 
are numbered from front to rear - right bank, 1-2-3-4; left bank 5-6-7
8. 

To check the distributor point gap, crank the engine with the starter 
until the movable arm rubbing block rests on a high point of the cam, 
then check the point gap with aD. 015 inch feeler gauge. If the point gap 
requires adjustment, loosen the point assembly lock screws, insert the 
bladeof a screw driver in the adjustment slots, and turn it to obtain a 
0.015 inch gap. Tighten the lock screws, then recheck the point gap. 

ANTI-DIESELING HOLDING SWITCH. - The micro switch. at the anti 
dieseling solenoid. shorts across 

the resistor in the solenoid circuit. giving full battery voltage momen
tarily to pull in the plunger for engine starting and running . 

.The micro switch must be mounted at the proper distance from the sole.. 
noid plunger cam. Inspect by working the plunger by hand. Listen for 
the "click" as the switch is opened and held by the plunger.,lftheswitch 
does n0t open, high voltage will burn out the anti-dieseling solenoid. If 
the switch opens too soon the plunger will not continue to hold fully in-
chattering will occur. 

To adjust the switch position move its bracket slightly at the screws 
. . which mount the bracket and solenoid. Refer to Figure 14. 
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ENGINE ROCKER ARM 

VALVE SERVICE. - The engine is 
equipped with 

the "FREE" ROTO type exhaust valves, 
Figure 16. The valve rotates by using 
a special valve spring retainer and 
cap. While the, valve is lifted, it is 
free to rotate due to natural vibra

, tion and turbulence of the exhaust 
gases and this, scuffing action pre
vents the formation of any trouble

,some deposits. 

KEY 

VALVE 
SPR1NG-oC;x--!ii 

A304 

Fig. 16 Valve Rotators 

The rotator mechanism has a clearance between the valve tip and the 
rotator cap, as shown in Figure 16. This clearance is required to 
obtain positive freedom of the valve during the lift cycle. Wear occurs 
principally on the keys and clearance should be checked at each recon
ditioning. Wear tends to increase the clearance and cause increased 
valve lash. Regular service stations have gauges to check the rotator 
clearance and where the clearance is too large it can be reduced by 
grinding off the cap to decrease its depth. The rotator parts tend to 
become matched parts within each assembly as they wear in. For this 
reasonitis highly desirable to keep the parts from each assembly sep;". 
arate during the servicing operation and to reassemble them with their 
original valve wherever possible. In addition, each key should be in
stalled in its original position and not turned over. If it is necessary 
to use a new valve, new caps and keys should be installed. 

Maintaining the proper clearance between the end of the valve stem and 
the rocker arm is one of the most important factors governing long en
gine life and top performance. It is recommended that the valve clear:;. , 
ance be checked and adjusted when necessary every 100 hours. The 
engine must be at normal operating temperature before adjusting the 
valve clearance. The intake valve stem clearance should be 0.016 inch 
and the exhaust valve stem clearance should be 0.019 inch. (NOTE: Work 
on one bank of cylinders,at a time. leaving the other rocker arm cover 
installed. The valves are arranged 
:rom front to rear, on both ba~ks, 
m order: ·E-I-I-E-E-I-I-E. Tlght
en the lock, nu,t a,nd recheck the 
clearance. 
VALVE TIMING. - The camshaft is 

driven from the 
crankshaft by a silent timing chain. 
Proper valve timing is provided by 
installation of the timing chain as 

hsown., 

I . 
)'\ \ 
~i' \./

0 (( ~~", 
\~~,'-._5· 
:1\\~:-

~ 
) 
0 f\ '.' 
~_I Li, 

~ KEYWAY TIMING MARK 

Fig. 17 Timing Chain 

UNUSUAL OPERA.T.lND,•..-eONDITIONB 

BATTERY. - Check the charge conditiori of the starting battery of 
enough to assure that it is always in a well charged 

diUon. The charging circuit is designed to keep the battery well c 
in normal service, but frequent starting with short operating peri 
may cause the charge condition to drop to a point where there will 
be enough power to crank the engine at low temperatures. 

The cranking power of a battery drops to about 2/5 of its normal p 
at OOF., and the cranking load is greatly increased. If practicabl 
remove the battery to a warm place during shut down periods in e 
tremely cold weather. It takes but a few minutes to connect the b 
for starting,and its cranking power will be m'llch greater if warm 

IGNITION·.... The ignition'systern mustbe in good conditlon fOr PI' 
starting in cold weather. The distributor breaker po 

and condenser, and the spark plugsare particularly important. S 
that the breaker points are in good condition (not burned or pitted) 
are properly adjusted. 

VENTILATION. - An installation detail that is easily over-looked 
protection from a back flow of cold outside air 

periods of shut down. Ventilating, openings should be constructed 
enable them to be closed when the plant is not running. If the ins 
lion provides for automatic, unattended starting and operation, au 
shutters may be necessary. 

mGH TEMPERATURES 

LUBRICATION. - As indicated under PREPARATION, use SAE N 
oil for temperatures abOve 320 F. Keep the oil 1 

at or near the FULL mark on the level indicator. However, do no 
over fill the crankcase. Use the same SAE number oil to service 
air cleaner. 

COOLING. - A constant supply of freSh air must be provided for p 
cooling. See that nothing obstructs the flow of air to 

plant, and see that the radiator air outlet flow is not obstructed in 
way. Keep the radiator well filled. Use a good rust inhibitor to k 
the cooling system clean and free of rust and scale formation. Se 
that the fan belt tension is properly adjusted. Be sure the high \\-"3. 

temperature switch is propedyadjusted. 

BATTERY. - Check the level of the electrolyte frequently. Add a 
proved water as often as necessary to keep the level 

the point recommended by the battery manufacturer. 
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LOW TEMPERATURES 

:CASE OIL. - For cold weather operation, select the SAE number 
of the crankcase oil according to the lowest tem

'e expected before the next scheduled oil change. See PREPARA
When changing to a lighter oil for cold weather, change the oil 

lement .at the same time (which will require an extra quart) . 
hanging to a lighter oil, always run the plant fora lew minutes 
liate the lighter oil through the engine. 

;11 

texpected temperature drop takes place, use caution in attempt
ltart the plant after a shut down period. Do not attempt to start 
that is .SD "stiff" that it will not crank llroperly. Congealed oil 
t flow :readily, resulting in lack of lubrication to vital .parts and 
; ;seriDUS damage. In an emergency, apply heat directly to the 
oil pan to warm the oil. When the oil is sufficiently flUid, start 
nt and allow it to thoroughly warm up. stop the plant and change 
(and oil filter element) to the proper SAE number .. 

TOR. - 11 there isa possibility of the temperaturefalling below 
32DF. (OoC.) the coolant must be protected against freez

rseagood anti-freeze compound in the proportion recommended 
anti-freeze manufacturer, protecting to at least 10 degreesF. 
:he lowest ~ected temperature. The capacity of the cooling sys
approximately 24 U. S. quarts. 

hlgh water, temperature cut-off switch to operate at a temperature 
I degrees below the boiling poirit of the anti-freeze solutiDn used, 
into consideration the. altitude at which the plant is operating. 

:oDlingsystem is drained to prevent freezing, be sure to :remove 
iiator' cap whUedraining. Failure to remove the cap may forma 
l.in the cooling system preventing complete draining. .Be sure 
iilder block drain cDcks (one on eacb side of the engine) are open
c'Omplete draining. 

.1NE FUEL.  Use fresh, clean 'Winter grade (not highly leaded, 
Dr premium) gasoline for best starting in cold 

T. If the fuel tank is subject to considerable temperature varia
keep the tank nearly iull in order to cut down condensati'On 'Of 

,re inside theiuel tank. Such condensation can cause trouble by 
mation in the fuel system. Avoid filling the tank entirely:full of 
~soline. FxpansiDn of the fuel as it warms up may cause it to 
~w and create a fire hazard. 

\;. 

UEL. - Certain types of LPG fuel do not vaporize readily at low 
temperatures; Heat exchanger equipment may be neces

Consult the fuel supplier if lowered performance is 'Observed at 
nperatures. 

.,., 

IGNITION TIMING. - Whenever the distributor points are replaced or 
adjusted, the ignition timing should be checked 

and adjusted if necessary. Proper adjustment of ignition timing must 
be maintained to obtain maximum engine power output and best possible 
fuel economy. 

The crankshaft pulley has two grooved timing marks.T~.r.sLny:l.rk 
which goes past the pointer with rotation is the only mark which is to be 
used to time the engineyfSee Figure 18. The pointer is bolted to the 
cylinder frDnt cover. 

Connect the timing light high tension 
lead to the No. 1 spark plug (front 
cylinder on right hand bank, view
ing engine from the rear) and the 
other two leads to the proper bat
tery terminals. If necessary, clean 
the dirt from the first timing mark, 
and chalk the mark and pointer to 
imp:rove legibility. 

Operate the engine at idle speed, 
and direct the timing light at the 
pointer, keeping the pointer in 
line with the center of the pulley 
and the light. The light should 
flash just as the first mark on the pulley lines up with the pointer. If 
the first mark on the pulley and the pointer do not line up, loosen the 
distributor body clamp, and rotate the distributor body until the first 
mark ~nd the pointer are in line. (NOTE: Ignition timing is advanced 
by clockwise rotation of the distributor body,. while cDunterclockwise 
rotation retards timing). 
~_.,-..:;;.+.,.."--"""""V'-"-":I._;'_""""""..$"'~'_~'''''''''~:'''''''~.~,,,_ .~ 

TESTING COMPRESSION. - Operate the engine at idle speed for 30 
minutes to be sure it is thoroughly warmed 

up. Turn off the engine and remove all of the spark plugs from the en
gine. II:\stalla compression gauge in 'a spark plug hole, and crank the 
engine about four revolutions with the starter. Record the gauge read
ings for each cylinder. Compare the gauge readings. The compression 
should be 150 pounds plus or minus 20 for each cylinder. 

If the compression pressure is low 'On two adjacent cylinders, the pos
sibility ola leak between the two cylinders is indicated. Such a leak is 
usually caused by a head gasket which is not sealing properly. If the 
compression pressures on all cylinders are low, or vary a great deal, 
the cause 'Of the trouble. can be narrowed down by squirting a liberal 
quantity of engine oil through the spark plug holes on top of the pistons 
of the IDW reading cylinders. Then crank the engine a few revolutions 

~;"';' 

7'.~ 
Fig. 18 Ignition Timing 

http:marks.T~.r.sLny:l.rk
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to get the oil evenly distributed on the cylinder walls, and make a sec
ond compression test. .Ii there is very little difference between the 
readings obtained in the two checks, sticking or poorly seating valves 
are indicated. However, if the readings on the low cylinders have im
proved cOnsiderably, it indicates the compression is being lost past 
the pistons. and. rings. 

CYLINDER HEAD BOLT TIGHTENING. - When replacing the cylinder 
head, first coat the cylinder 

head bolts With head gasket sealer and then tighten the head bolts in the 
sequence shown 

Tighten the head bolts in three progressive .steps, as shown in Figure 19, 
using theprbper torque as specified. 

.	~. ® 0 ® ~ 
~~.·....o.• 'o ...~ ~ ~....~.~O;;
Ie· ~. 2 ~. s 

........, -,--.", 


Fig. 19 Cylinder Head Bolt Tightening Sequence 

HEAD BOLT TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS 

HEAD BOLT TORQUE 
TIGHTENING STEPS (FOOT - POUNDS) 

1 (cold) 
2 (cold) 
Final (hot) 

55 
65 
75 

-
The final tightening of the head bolts should be made after the plant has 
been run for a minimum of 30 minutes at idle speed. 

OIL FILTER CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT. -The full flow type oil 
filter cleans all of the 

lubricating oil before it enters the oil passages in the cylinder block. 
This type of filtration assures that all of the oilis cleaned before it can 
.reach vital bearing surfaces. If the filter element should become clogged, 
lubrication of vital engine parts is assured by the by-pass valve located 
in the hollow center bolt. The by-pass valve allows a suffiCient quan
tity of unfiltered oil to enter the engine to prevent any damage to the 
moving parts. A top-opening, anti-drain-back diaphragm is positioned 
in the cylinder block to prevent oil from draining out of the filter and 

ORF~RA'T'lON 

3. Low Oil Pressure Switch.- The low oil pressure switch acts t 
stop the plant in case of oil press 

failure. It is not intended 10 warn of need for adding oil. 

NOTE 

If one of the safety devices operates to stop the plant, 
the emergency stop relay is activated to accomplish 
the stopping. It is necessary to press the reset button 
before the plant can be started again. 

WARNING SIGNAL ORLIGHT. - Warning devices are connected t 
. operate when a safety device has 

an emergency stop. Thewarning device can be a signal light, or 
audible horn. Pressing the' reset button disconnects thewarning s 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR RHEOSTAT. - The voltage regulator 
rheostat provides for ad

justing theac output voltage under normal operating conditions. 
Turn the rheostat clockwise to increase the voltage, counterclock 
wiseto decrease the voltage. Refer to MAINTENANCE for 
directions for voltage adjustment on plants with spec. letter A. 

CITY WATER COOLING. - The city water cooled plant is equippe 
with a hand adjusted rate-of-flow val 

that should be adjusted to provide proper cooling with the minimu 
flow of water. Final adjustment should be made under the maxim 
load the plant will carry, the plant thoroughly warmed up, and th 
water temperature stabilized. Too little water flow can cause a 
dangerous rise in the engine temperature - too much water flow c 
cause over cooling, waste ·of water, etc. 

HIGH ALTITUDE OPERATION. - If the unit is to be operated at a~. 
tude pf 2500 feet or, more above 

level, the carburetor main jet adjustment should be "leaned·' sligh 
obtain maximum possible power. The carburetor was adjusted f01 
performance at the factory altitude of approximately 860 feel, 

Because the air becomes less dense as the altitude increases, les: 
is required to maintain the proper air-to-fuel ratio. Consequentl: 
engine will develOp-Tess power at higher altitudes. The usual altit 
de-rating amount is approximately 4 per cent for each 1000 feet at 
sea level. 
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TOR SWITCH. - The selector switch is provided on three phase 
models. It can be turned by hand - its position 

ines 'Which phase of the generator output is indicated on the am
ind voltmeter. 

[TBREAKER. -The circuit breaker protects the generator from 
damage in case of severe overloading. If over

; occurs, the circuit breaker automatically trips to break the gen
exciter circuit. After correcting the condition that caused the 
r to trip, the breaker must be reset by hand. The circuit breaker 
used as an output connect - disconnect switch. 

)METER . ..., A tachometer indicates engine speed in revolutions 
per minute. It is valuable in adjusting and checking 

especially whim rigid performance standards must be maintainea. 

JENCY METER. - A frequency meter indicates the frequency of 
the generator output current. Its use is 

r to that of a tachometer - it provides for checking or adjusting 
nt. The speed at which the generator turns determines the fre
of its current. ' 

;Y DEVICES. - The plant is equipped with safety features that 
, automatically stop the plant under dangerous 

ingconditions. Some such safety devices axe standard equipmenf, 
are optional. Optional signals that call attention to improper 

ion are available. 

.ghWater Temperature 
iTitch: - The high water temp

erature switch'is a 
)staticswitch mounted in the 
, cooling system. The switch 
'stop the plant if the engine 
t temperature should rise to 
Refer toAD;TUSTMENTS. 

{SEE 1'£xn 

er Speecl Switch. - The over Fig. 7 High Water 
speed T'" t S·t h" , 'tr"f gal"t' 't, d emperaure Wl CIsa cen 1 u ' ype, moun e 


generator rotor shaft. If the governor drive belt should break, 

any reason the speed should rise to a dangerous point, the over 

switch stops the plant. ' 


.)(MAINTENANCE 

back into the oil pan when the engine is stopped. This insures anim

mediate supply-to the bearings when the engine is started again. 


The oil filter cartridge should be replaced every 100 hours, or if op.;. 
erating in below freezing temperatures or under severe dust conditions, 
whenever the oil on the dip stick is SO black or dirty that the marktngs 
on the dip stick cannot be seen through the oil. 

When changing the oil ,filter cartridge, place a drip pan below the filter. 
,	Remove the center bolt, then remove the filter housing and element as 
a unit. Discard the dirty filter element and all gaskets, then thoroughly 
clean all the 'metal parts in solvent. Make sure the holes in the center 
bolt are free of sludge and obstructions. 

Place a new gasket on the center bolt, then insert the center bolt in the 
housing. Make sure the, tangs on the spring retainer are engaged in the 
spring, then drop the spring andretainer assembly over the center bolt. 
Install a new gasket and filter cartridge over the center bolt. (NOTE: 
the pressed paper type of cartridge does not require a gasket above the 
spring retainer) .• ' 

Make sure the holes intheanti-drain- back diaphragm are positioned 
at the top. Install a new gasket in the filter housing recess in the block. 
Position the filter assembly on the block, then tighten the bolt just 
en.ough to bring the filter housing in contact with the gasket. Rotate 
the housing slightly to assure even seating, then tighten the center bolt 
to 20-25 foot pounds torque (approximately 3/4 to one additional turn) . 

NOTE 

BE SURE TO CHECK AROUND THE FILTER HOUSING 
AND CENTER BOLT FOR OIL LEAKS WITH THE ENGThTE 
WARMED UP AND OPERATING. 

CRANKCASE VENTILATOR ... The crankcase ventilating system permits 
clean,fiitered air to circulate through 

, the engine. As the air moves through the engine, it picks up corrosive 
blow-by gases and carries them to the outside. The air enters at the 
side Of the engine through an oil-wetted filter. Afterventilating the 
crankcase, push rod chamber and rocker arm covers, the air moves 
through the carburetor air cleaner. 'The air is then discharged through 
the engine exhaust system. 

Remove the oil filler cap, and wash the air inlet filter mesh in solvent 

at least every 10 hours. Oil the wire mesh with light engine oil. 
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GENERATOR 

The acgenerator normally requires very little servicing, However . 
periodic inspection, to coincide with engine maintenance will assure 
continued good performance . 

.BEARING. - The generator ball bearing is pre-lubricated and sealed. 
1t requires no maintenance during its servicelife. 

Fig. 20 Stationary Exciter 

OPEBATION 


NORMAL OPERATING FUNCTIONS 
The generating plant control panel includes various indicating ga 
instruments, etc. for checking operation. Equipment varies acco 
ing to model and purchaser options. . 

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE . - The oil pressure gauge registers the e 
oU pressure whUein operation. Norm 

pressure is 40 to 60 psi at opel'ating temperature. Pressure may 
conl:?iderably higher:qntil operating temperature is reached. 

WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGE. - The water temperature. gauge 
. isters the engine coolant tem 

ture during operation. Normal temperature range is 1400 to 1700 

CHARGE AMMETER. . .., "The.smallammeter.registersthe battery 
charging current. rhe rate ofcharge·dur 

operation depends upon the charge condition of the starting battery 
Normally, the charge rate will be 5 to 10 amperes when the plant 
The rate will gradually fall to almost zero as the battery becomes 
charged. . 

STOP RELAY RESET BUTTON . - If one of the plant safety device 
operates to stop the plant, an e 

gencystop relay is energized. After correcting the cause of the e 
gency stop, the RESET BUTTON must be pressed in to de-energiz 
relay and permit starting again. 

START-STOP S\ViTCH. - The start- stop switch isa double throw, 
normally open momentary contact type. 

the switch up to start, down to stop. 

RUNNING TIME METER. - The running time meter registers the 
ber of hOuTs, to 1/10th, that the plant 

actually run. Use it to keep a record and schedule of periodic ser 
etc. 

AC AMMETER.- The ammeter (two are provided on single phase 
models) registers the amount of load connected 

the plant. On single phase models, each ammeter indicates thea 
of load connected to its respective circuit. On three phase model 
the ammeter indicates the load for one phase only, according to th 
position of the selector switch. 

AC VOLTMETER. - The voltmeter indicates the voltage of the gen 
tor output. On single phase models, the volt:: 

shown will always refer to the higher nameplate rated voltage. On 
phase models, voltage shown will be for the same phase as the am] 
reading, as determined by the selector switch position. On three 1 
four wire models the three phase voltage onIy-Ts shown. 
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~G,· - For the initial start, check over the installation carefully 
and make sure thatallrequireinents for PREPARATION 

m met. See that no electrical load is connected (circuit breaker "1 

" position)for the first start. 

le "START-STOP" sWitch in its "START" direction, holding in ,,!, 

to crank the engine. For the first start, or if the plant has run 
lei, extensive cranking may be necessary to pump fuel to the 
tor and fill it.. Automatic choking is provided. Hold the start 
n contact until the plant reaches running speed. 

NOTE 

er the factory test ~ protective oil was sprayed into the 
inders. It may be necessary to remove the spark plugs 
1 clean them in gasoline. Dry the plugs thoroughly before 
nstalling them. Burn-out of this oil may cause temporary 
1vy exhaust smoking. 

Iaut .is equipped for use of gas fuel, the final test run was made 
fuel. On the initial start, it may be necessary to press the gas 
e regulator priming button momentarily to start gas flow. 

rk plug gaps were adjusted for the type of fuel specified. For 
.e fuel, correct gap is .028-.032". For gas fuel, the correct 
018". . 

G OPERATION. - As the engine warms up, observe the in

dicatinggauges for proper operation. On 


run, check the radiator coolant level. The thermostat may 

rmittedan air pocket to form, preventing complete filling. 


.the circuit breaker to its ON position, to energize the output 
s. Check the electriCal performance of the plant. If an auto

ine transfer switch is part of the installation, check the entire 
Uon and performance. 

ING. - If praCticable, allow the plant to run a few minutes at no 

load before stopping .. This will allow the engine to cool 


hUy and prevent an undesirable temperature rise when ventilation 

Press the START-STOP SWItch to the STOP position. 


ISEPERIOD. - When the plant is used infrequently, as in stand

by service, it should be given an exercise run 


ly. The exercise run should be for at least 15 minutes, pre

every day or two. If a "DAY" reservoir tank is used, time 

n exercise periods can be extended but should not exceed1 week. 
erciser clock" is available as an accessry,and will provide for 
tic, unattended, regular exercise runs. 

MAINTENANCE 

The exciter has no moving parts. OccaSionally blowout any dust, etc. 
Check thoroughly to assure that all components are mechanically se
cure, and that all electrical connections are tight. 

Generator Tests. - If the generator :loes not function properly,a few 
simple tests may isolate the cause. 

1.. Temporarily disconnect the two generator leads connecte1 to 
the exciter terminalsE1 and E2. Connect another source of 

ac power (such as the normal line when the plant is used for stand
by) to the exciter terminals E1 and E2. 

If there isno dc voltage across terminals AF1 (+) and AF2 C-), 
the. exciter is not functioning. 

. 2. If de voltage at terminals AF1 and AF2 is approximately 25 
volts (no load condition) but there is no ac output at the gener

ator main output terminals check the alternator for a grounded or 
open circuit, etc. 

3. 	 No terminal of the exciter shOuld show a grounded circuit. 

4. 	 l:f ac voltage drops un:ier load conditions, check the. exciter 
rectifiers. Use a low voltage, battery powered "Multimeter" 

type ohmmeter. Disconnect one lead from, or remove, each 
rectifier for its test. 

CAUTION 

Note carefully the DIRECTION OF MOUNTING of 
any rectifier removed. It, or any replacement, 
must be remounted in its original direction . 

a. 	 Connect the ohmmeter across the rectifier contacts and 
observe the meter reading. 

Q. 	 Reverse the connections and compare the new rea:ling with 
the firstrea.ding. 

c. 	If one reading is considerably higher than the other reading, 
the rectifier can be considered satisfactory. However, if 
both readings are low, or.if both show an "open"circuit, 
replace the rectifier with a new identical part. 

. 5. If a hunting condition exists, which can not be corrected by a 
governor sensitivity or a carburetor fuel mixture adjustment, 

check the adjustment of the stabilizing resistor in the static exci
ter for a value of 80 ohms. A resistance too low may be the cause. 
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. Output Voltage, Models ending with Spec. Letter A only . -Ordinarily 
i.f.theeng.,.. 

ine .isoperating properly and at approximately the nameplate indicated 
speed, the generator output voltage will be correct, The exciter was 
connected for rated output during the factory test run. However if 
some local condition requires a slight change in the voltage, change ex
citeI' connections. 

'\...,/ 

Voltage Adjustn;:e~t~Te;~·i;als 
Models ending with Spec. Letter A only 

"Fig. 21 VoltageAdjustroent . 

1 ..	Be suretheenginejs operating properly, ;andthat the governor is 
properly adjusted for corxectcurrerit frequency (speed), sensitivi
ty, €tc • 

...2. 	 Biop.iheplant.and-removethe exciter·cover. 

3. 	Note a. discsbaped terminal block at the center, withalead con
nected to a terminal markedC, and a second Jead connected toone 

. of the 'terminals marked 22, 23,24 or.25.Mov1ngthe second leadto an 
adjacent terminal (from:25 to 24, etc. ) will change the generator out
putappra:Xi:ma.tely 5 percent. . 

~OTATING EXCITER. - The-rotating exciter is a dc generator, used 
on units that do not have the separate auto

Dlotlve type starter and charging generator. 

PREPARATION 


when using "regular" grade gasoline. However, dO not use a low 
fuel, such as "stove gas". The use of such fuel may cause .seriol 
damage to the engjne. 

Observe the usual safety precautions when handling gasoline.Spl 
precautions must betaken when the fuel tank is near the plant. r; 
fill thetank while the plant is running. 

FUEL, NATURAL .GAS. -It:gas :fuel is to be used, see that all f
. . cOlUlections are leak proof. See that 
pressure at the xegulator inlet does not exceed 5 pounds per sq 
In some localities, presence ·of foreign. matter in the fuel may r 
the installation of atr.apor filter. Consult the fuel supplier. 

Aspecialca.rburetoxfittingis llsed on plants equippedforgaslu 
exation .. See that thefloatlockscrew (SeeFigure12)isturnoo u 
tightlyto prevent the float from vibrating inside the carburetor. 
emergency source pfgasoline is also connected, see that the· gas 
shut-off valve On the carburetor is closed. See that the electric 
is adjusted for gas operation as deseribed in the paragraph on C 
:retor~Gas. 

GAS-GASOLINE TOGGLE SWITCH. -If the plant is equipped to b 
. both gas and gasoline fuel, 

toggle switch is provided to disconnect the gas fuel solenoid valv 
The switch is mounted near the carbureto.r. See that the switch ,. 
tbeappropriate position for the type of fuel to be uSed. 
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::ASE OIL. - Normal refill oil capacity is 5 U. S. quarts. An 
extra quart will be required after an oHfnter ele

ange. Select the SAE number according to the lowest expected " 

,ture for starting purposes. Use a good quality oil that is des
for MS or DG service. 

MPERATURE 

)Ve lOOoF. 

)ve 320 F. (OoC.) 

'F. to _.lOoF. (Ooe. to -23. SoC. ) 

.ow -lOoF. (23. 30 C.) 


NOTE 

en adding oil between changes, always use oil of the 
ne brand. When mixed together, detergent oils Of 
ferent manufacturers sometimes form chemical com
mds harmful to engine parts. 

EANER. - Remove the air cleaner top and fill the reservoir cup 
to the line indicated on the cup With oil of the same 

mberas used in the crankcase. On housed plants, because of 
)p clearance, it is necessary to remove the air cleaner from the 
~tor. Be sure the air cleaner is properly reinstalled before run
~ plant. 

rOR. - The capacity of the cooling system is 24 quarts (U.S. 
measure). Check to see that the radiator drain and both 

r block drains are closed. Fill the radiator to within an inch or 
:he bottom of the filler neck. Use clean soft (alkali free) water, 
clean rain water. The use ofa good rust artd scale inhibitor is 

(lended. 

lant will be exposed to freezing temperatures (below 320 F. or 
use a standard anti-freeze solution. Use the correct proportion 
freeze, as recommended by the anti-freeze manufacturer, to 
at least 10 degrees F. below the lowest expected temperatures. 

GASOLINE. - Some special model plants are equipped with a 
mounted 20 gallon capacity fuel tank. Do not fill 

c compietely full of cold gasoline. Expansion oithe gaSOline as 
It warms up may cause the gasoline to overflow, creating afire 

Allow an inch or two of expansion space. 
1'"; 

,sh, "regular" grade of gasoline. Do not use a highly leaded 
um"grade of gasoline. The use of highly leaded gasoline will 

",~! more frequent lead removal, valve, and spark plug servicing. 

SAE NUMBER 

50 . 

;30 
10 
5W 

1. 	 Commutator. - After a long period of service, the commutator 
surface may become worn level with the mica insu

lation between the bars. Undercut the mica to a depth ofapproximately 
1/32 inch. Sandpaper off any burrs formed along the edges of the bars. 
Do not use emery or carborundum abrasives. 

~o~ 
~PA/NTMAR/( INO/

CATES NEfjTRAL 
Pos,r/ON OF 

'RlISHES REMOVE 
/lURR$ 

COMMU
TATOR 
BRUSH

! 	 RIG I 
HIGH MICA/ . 

UNDERCUTTING MICAEXCITER BRUSH RIG 
ALIGNMENT 

Fig. 2.2 Rotating Exciter 

2. 	 Exciter Brush Rig.- The exciter rig position marked during the 
factory test run. If the brush rig position 


has been disturbed for any reason, it must be realigned. The correct 

position is indicated by a chisel mark on the outside edge of the insu

lating ring, which mark must align with the edge oithe marked 

mounting boss inside the end belL 


Y()LTAGE REGULATOR . .:. The voltage regulator.isl1sed only on 
. those units that have therota,ting exciter. 

Except for keeping the regulator free of dust, . etc., the regUlator 
should require no maintenance. No cleaning or lubricating materials 
should be used. 

If a new regulator or related part is installed, . some adjustment may 
be necessary. 

1. 	 Be sure the exciter brush rig Positiol1iScorrect,to give its .... '•... 
highest voltage. This must be done with the manual (field) rheos@t 

in operation - regulator not in operation. . 

2. 	 Turn the field rheostat to its extreme counterclockwise pOSition, to'" 
switch in the voltage regulator. 

~ine is designed to operate at highest efficiency and economy 
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For remote control distances, #18 wire can always be used up to 
feet in wire length. For greater distances, larger wire will be n 
sary, as indicated. . . . . 

MAX, DISTANCE WIRE SIZE 

75 :H1S 
[)JUSTABU 120 #16 

RESISTOR 	 200 . :H14 
1?£GULATOR 

PLUG-IN A UXlLIARY SIGNALS ,- If the plantis installed in a location that 
ELE/l1Elv7' . reguiarly attended, alid em.etgency stop: 

of the plant cOt;lld go unnottced,auxiliary signals can be '. COnnec~eDASHPOT 
the emergency stop relaycircuit.Comiection pOintsa:i;esbown 0SCREW 
enginecontrofwiringdiagl"am,," . 	 . . . 

~K~t7L/LATOR 5'..4££ 
AND R£S/STOR 

ASSeMBLY 

Fig. 23 . Voltage Regulator 

S. 	 Observe the outputvaltage, which should be adjustable by use.of 
the l"egulatorrheostat, within a range of tenpercenlabove and be'" 

low the::rated voltage, . 

4 .. 	 If the l"egulatorrheostatdoes not "permit the proper adjustment 
range, itmay benetessaty to adjust the regulator resistor. With 

. tberegulatorrheostat at its center adjustm::ent position, loosen ,and . 
mOve the sliding clip·on·.theadjustableresistor,· Very littlewovement 
of the clip will.be necessary to obtain the corred voltage, 

5. 	 If a Iluctuating voltage condition exists only when the voltage regu"" 
lator is in operation, but voltage is steady when regulated by the 


field rheostat, adjust the regulator dash pot screw. After removing 

the clamping bar holding the plug in unit in place, .remove the screws 

holding the IDvercan, Turn the slotted screw at the center slightly 

until the fluctuating voltage condition just stops. 


CAUTION 

Do not attempt any other regulator adjustments. Never change 
the original settings of the regulator springs or contact fingers. 
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NOTE 

.n three phase, four wire models (orsmglephase; three 
riremodels) the voltage shoWn on the panel·.vbltmeter 
ppl1es to the higher nameplate rated voltage - actually 
tleli,ne-to-Iinevoltage.. The lowernameplftterated volt~ 
ge 	(line 'to.neutral)wHl pe in· proportion.• · 

single and three pllll.securrenttsused at the· same time, use 
It to over-load anyone of the single phase circuits. Subtract the 
Of the three phaseload fromtheratectcapacity .ofthe plant. 

theremaiI)der by three todetermiIiethe·amount of single phase 
dchmaybe connected to any single phase circuit. 

rE CONTROL CONNECTIONS. - A small four place terminal 
block 1s mounted On the bottom 

surface of the control box.. Toprovide for remote control of 
~and ·stopping, connecttheSTAR'I'.,-STOP remote switch to this . 
II block. 

t theswitchcQmmon(center)terrninal totheNo~lterminal of 
11. ... Connect another terminatof the switch .totheterininal block 
• 2 position. Connect the remainingswitchterminal to theter
>lock number 3positi6n. Number 2 is the stopping circuit, num
S the starting cirCuit.andriumher1is grotinded.Theplant B + 
:11 is used only with line transfer equipment•. If additional remote 
!s are installed. they must be connected in a parallel circuit. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
3 TER.MINA.L.BLOCK 
. .. ATPLAf'lIT . 

MOMENTARY CONTACT 
. SWITCH 

£BQ.tIT. 

Fig. 6 R,emote ControlConnectipns 

STORING THE .PLANT 

.. GENERAL. -Electricalgeneratingsets are often taken out of service 
for extended periods of time. lnmany cases they are left 

"; 	 tostanC! idle without being protected against possible damage from rust 
and corrosion or the elements. The factory recommends tlnit any unit 
to be removedfrom service for 30 days or more be protected as follows: 

FOaONENiONTH: 
. 	 .'.. . . .: 

1. 	 While the engine is running treat the upper cy'lindersby spray:", . . 
ing M 4834A Engine PreservativeOi1(SAE 10) or equivalent into . 

the carburetorair intake for about two minutes. Open the throttle. 
for .a short burst of speed, then shutoff the ignition ap.dallow the em.,.. 
gine to come toa stop while continuing to spray M 4834 A into the a!r 
intake.· 	 .. 

2 .. ~eave the· spark plugs installed arid cover all openings intothe 
. engine with dust-proof caps or shields. 

3. .. Drain the oil, water, andgasoli.ne. . Attach a warning tag!. . 

. FOR- INDE.FlNITE PERIOD: . 

·1.prain th~ crankcase completely and refill with M4834 A En
gine Preservative Oil, (SAE 10) PI' equivalent; . 

2. 	 Run the engine until it is completely out of gasoline, then restart 
and run it on M 534 Hor equivalent unleaded, undyed gasoline 

for at least 10 minutes. 

3. 	 While the engine is still running, treat the tipper cylinders by 
spraying M 4834 A into the carburetor air intake for about two 

minutes. Open the throtUefor ashort burst of speed, shut off the 
. ignition and allowthe engine to come to a stop whilecontintiing to . 
. spray M4834 A into the air intake. 

·4. . Dra.in the oil and gasoline.. Drain the water at the bottom Of the 
radiator and both sidesof the block. Attach a warningtag! 

. 	 . . 
. 	 . 

5. 	 RemOve aU grease and oil from the exterior surfaces of the engine. . ... . ... ... 

6.·· Remove each spark plug and pour two tablespoonf1l1.s of. rust in
hibitor oil (or SAE50motoroil as a substitute) into each cyl-: 

! ., bider. Crank theengirie over slowly by hand to lubricate· the cylinders; 
Stop the engine with the TC (top center) mark on the flywheel indicatj 

. ing at1eastone piston is at top center position. Replace the spark1 . plugs.
I' 

j 

! 

http:andgasoli.ne


7 . Seal all openings in the. engine and accessorieswithM6471, ,Non.,.. 
hydroscopic Adhfasive Tape or equivalent. Mask .pff all areas 

to Qeusedfor electrical contact., ' 

8 . Ma,kesureall surfaces are dry, . then spray all taped openings, 
all engine a(:cessories including ignition wiring, ,and all exterior 

surfaces of the engine with M4858B, Insulation Compound-Ignition, 
or equivalent. ' ' 

Clean the generator brushes, brusllholders, and collector ,rings by 
wiping with a cleancloth~ Do not coat with lubricant or other preserva.. 
tive. ' 	 . . 

Rernove, 'clean and replace the. air cleaner. 

,Wipe all exposed parts clean and coat with a film of g,rease all such parts 
liable to rust. 

Oil the governor to carburetor linkage with SAE 50 oil. 

Where batteries are likely to be exposed to freezing temperatures, they 
must be .rerhoved and stored where there is no danger offreezing. A 
fully charged battery can withstand very low temperatures but an idle 
battery g,radually loseS its charge and may become discharged to the 
point where it will freeze. An idl.e battery should be giVen a freshening 
chargeabouLevery 40 days. 

Ii the battery is not removed, disconnect the cables from the unit.' Ar
range the cables so thatthe lugs cannot come in contact with each other 
or with metal parts. ' 	 ' 

Provide a suitable cover for the entire unit, particularly if it will be 
exposed to the elements. 	 ' 

RETURNING TOOPERATIONAFtERSTORAGEl.-Removeallpro_ 
. 	 tective coatirlgs 

from external parts. Wipe the entire unit clean of accumulated dust 
or other foreinmatter. 	 ' 

Inspect the 'unit carefully for damage and for other conditions requiring 
attention. Service as needed. Keep the side panels and top plate on the 
housing except While servicing. They help direct the cooling air properly 
and reduce radio interference .. 

Remove all the masking tape. 

Remove, clean and adjust spark plugs. While the plugs are out, crank 
the engine over several times by hand to distribute oil over the cylinder 
walls. If the cylinders are dry,put a tablespoonful of oil into ,each cyl-

INSTALLATION 


3PBASE, 3. MRE PLANT CONNECTIONS 

terminals' are grounded, For U 
phase current, connect a separate load wi! 
,each plant terminal,Tl, 'T2 andT3, one VIi 

, each, terrninal. Reversing the connections 
any two terminalswHl reverse the directic 
rotation of 3 phase motors. Use aphase s 
indicator to assure in-pbasecoimectioni 

On connections for single phase· current; CI 

separate load wires to ,each-of. any two pla.n 
'minals, one wire to each terminal. ',Three 
phase ,load circu,itsare thuj;available. 

If both s~ngleand 3 phase currentisto be \ 
the same time, use care not to overload anyone circuit.8ubtrac 
amount of the 3 phaseloadfrom the plantcapacity. ,Divide there 
der by 3, and this is the load that maybetakenfromanyone circl 

, single phase current. For example, a 3 phase 10, 000 watt load i 
This leaves 30,000 watts available for single pbase, if the plant c 
ityfs 40,000 watts. One third of this 30, 000 watts is 10,000 watt 
which is the amount that may be taken from each of the 3 single p 
circuits. Do not attempt to take all 30, 000 in this example off 000 

cuit, as overloading of generator will result. 

3.PHi\SE, 4 WIRE WYE-CONNECTEDPLANT. 

wire plant is designed to produce single phase c 
) oIone voltage, and three phase current of diffel 

voltage. As shown on the plant nameplate, the: 
, phase current is the. lower voltage and the three 

current is the higher voltage. 

The ~oa¢ite:rminals li,,remarked'rl, T2, T3, ani 
from top to bottom . TlleTl,T2, andT3 termi} 
are the "hot" terminals, and the TO terminal is 
ground terminal. 

For three phase current, . connect the three load 
to the terminalsTl, T2,' andT3, one wire to· ea 
terminal post. If a test run indicates reverse r 

~'! ~. 	 tion of motors in the load circuit, reverse the c 
nections of any twoterminals. 

~ 
For single phase' current, connect the "hot" loa( 
to anyone of the terminals Tl, T2, or T3. Con 
the ground wire to the TO terminal. Three sing 
phase circuits are thus available. 



INSTALLATION 	 R~QRIN..G....TliE. _PL A NT 

VOLT, 3 PHASE, .4WIB.EDELTA-CONNECTEDGENERATOR 
- This typeofgeneraUng plant is speciaUydesignedso that 
·twotypes·of loading.can be applied to .the generator; regular 

240. volt, 3 phase, 3 wire operation; or, combination· 

-. 3 wire operation..•·.."".............................. 24.0. .VOlt~.. ........ p ..... as .. .. 24.0..".VOI.t.'.' .1. p.ha.se'$.' 3 ...h .....e,......3. wi.l".e. a ... d."12o... / 
.::\..' .'.' 	 The load terminalsaremarkedTl, T2, T3, and TO.,.fl 	

n 

... ~. . 'i:).. . from top to bottom. The TO. terminal is the.center. 

N ·.......f ..·.·--; .ta.generatorpbetweenisTnot angrounded.The .To.terminalOf.the
..r.. :::.: ......l .•.. .... d.'.T2.'.. '. '. (J .' '.' . 
•...... '. "':l

:t~... ~.. ' C\!I"' 	 F 0,.r ..240...... v.0.1..t3..•.. 
P 

.... e. 3 .....re ...... ....c.o.'.00...e.?t... t.h.e t.h·.ree. ' ~.""" .. load.. wires to the.... llaSthree.. WIterminals..... o.peratl.'.onT1, T2, T3,one wire 
G. 	 ~ .' to each terminal post. For 3 phase 3 wire operation 
rIJ""" the TO. terminal is not used and is normally not grounded. 

.	If it is desired to use cOl;nbination single phase and 
three phase 10adsip:lUltaneously connect SUCh single 
phaseloads as follows: 

For 120./240 volt, 1 phase; 3 wire operation, teI' 
minalsTland T2 are the "hot" terminals; the TO. tel" .. 
minalis the neutral (which can be grounded if desired). 
For 120 volt service, connect the "hot"(black) load 

) tbeT1 andT2 terminals, .and the neutral (white)wire to the TO 
1. Two 120. volt: circuits are thus obtained. The two black wires . 
ed tpT1 andT2 will give one 240. voltcircuiL 

Ilbinationof single phase and threepnase loading can be applied 
en,erator . simultaneously. as specified above as long as no • termi- . 
~ent exceeds'the rated. NAMEPLATE current of the generator . 

aUonsingie phase and three phase loads applied to a three phase 
or are unbalanced loads which cause the phase voltages to be un
These unbalancedloadsWill not create voltage unbalance of the 
oltages of greater than ·~per. cent solong as no terminal current 
the. rated current of the generator. . . 

nentingplant may be used with an ONAN automatic line trans
:rol,Jorstartdby plantoperation. The TO. terminal of theONAN 
kline transfer control is always grounded.. Connecting the gen
plant TOlead to the 1inetransfer TO. terminal groundsthegen
Ifv.sed inconjunctionwithatt ONANAl.ltomatic.line transfer 

on a 3 phase 3 wire circuit, the line transfer To.terrninal should 
)penandnot used. 

inderand turn the engine.over several times by hand to distribute the 
oil. Replace the spark plugs and gaskets. 

EXamine all fuel, oil and water lines and connections. Service as needed. 
. . 

Refill the cooling system with clean, fresh water ~ 

··1fanti...,freeze was left in the cooling system, check the level and add a 
50.... 50. solution of water and the type of anti-freeze or.iginally used to 
bring the coolirig liquid up to proper level. . 

. i 

. Refill the c.rankcase and air Cleaner with the correct amount and. grade 
oioil . 

Check carefully for leaks ofwater, fuel or oil after servicing the unit. 
Correct any leaks before starting the.unit. 

CAUTION 

On the initial start(starting the plant for the first time' after 

it has been installed or taken out of storage) check the oil 

pressure immediately. Long storage periods may cause the 

.oil pum.ptolose its prime. 


Conn.ectthe battery cables to the unit. Carefully recheck to make sure 
thennit is ready for operation. Then startthe unit in the regular 
manner as described under OPERATION. 



SERVICE DIAG~BIS 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 
.> 

GENERA TOR OVERHEATING 

" Overloaded~' . Reduce load. 

.Be sure to line uprriarks. 

VOLTAGEI)ROPS uNDERHEAVY LOAD' 

. E ngin~:lacks~ower.' 
~--;.., - -. .,'," ,., .. 

1?op~~()ml>ression." 	 ,Tighten c;yliIlder.head and sparltplu~s, .. 
If stil1riotcOrrected;griricftheva.J.yes~-· . 
Replace 'plstOn:dngs, if necessary . 

"," .,' ",,: ,'-' . 

Farutycarburetion. 	 Check theIuel system. Clean, ad
just, or replac:e parts necessary. 


Restrictedaii-cleaner~ .. Cleall and refill. 
. ' .. 

.'	E~cessivechoking. See thilt choke opens properly. 

Carbon orlead in cylinder.. Remove carbon. , 

.Restricted ~ust1ine .. ' .Clean or increase the size. 

, ENGINE MISFlRES AT LIGHT LOAD 

Carburetor icri.eadjustm~nt . Adjust, clean if needed. 

set wrong or clogged. 


Spark plug gaps too narrow. Adju.st to' correct gap. 


Intake air leak. Tighten.or teplacegaskets. 


Faulty. ignition.' Clean,- adjust, 
. 

or replace 
. 

breaker 

points, plugs; condenser, coil, etc _,. 

or retime ignition. 


Uneven compression. Tighten cylinder head and spark plugs. 

. If still not corrected, grind valves .. 


Replace piston rings, if necessary. 


Worn intake valve stems or Replace valves or guides .. 

guides. 


. ". INS'TALLATION 

. 	 . 

BATTERY CONNECTION . .., A 12 volt, "long" type battery is reqt 
. '. '. for those plants that use a separate al 

motivetype starter aridbatterycllatging generat6r.'Space is pro' 
inside the plant housing for the battery . CQnnectthe starter •soler 
cable to the positive battery :post,andthe grounded cable .to them 
battery post, 

I" 

PlaI}ts that have eXciter cr:aIikinguse the 
generator exciter as a. crankiIlgmotQr. . 
Three 12 volt (or six 6 volt) batteries musf· 
be connected in series to provide thenec~ 
esaary-36volt-cranlting ,currerit. Connect 

. the battery positive to the start solenoid . 
switch,~~dthebatterynegativeto'ground. 

SATTERY POSITIVE CABLEIf the plant has the autonlQti ve typ~charge 


gEmerator,a charge regulator. circuit. 

keeps the battery charged in normal service., 

However; if the. plant is used infrequently, 

as in standby service, operating periods ' Fig. 5 BATTERY 


.may beef short· duration or. infrequent .. ' .CONNECTIONS 
enough to allow. the battery to self discharge, 

, A separate trickle charger should be used for suchinstallations; 
,automatic line transfer sWitches include such a trickle charge eir( 

···.If the plant uses exciter cranking (Pennsylvania ¢odels) theconipl 
chargiIigcircuit is incorporated in .theline tran~fer.switch- not it 
engine COntrol circuit. 

LOAD WIRE CONNECTIONS.-Loadwire cOnnections are tobem 
. . .... ...... '.' 'a large terminal blockmorintedim 

thecontroll>ox. Access to the terminal blo.ck is gained by rernovi 
screws from the instrument panel and swinging the panel out onib 
Bring theloadwiresin through one of the knock-out sections prov: 
in the side of the box. All wiring must be in accordance with natie 
and local electrical codes. 

120/240 VOLT, SINGLE PHA-BE, 3 W1REPLAN~ 

loadtermillals aremarkedTl, T2-T3,andT4: f: 
.~: top.tobOttom.. TheTl andT4 terminals are. the ... ' 

terminals; the 1'2- T3 terminal is the neutral (grl
Iz.oy For 120 volt service, connect the "hot" (black) 11GRD~.. I • 	 wirestotheTl and T4 terminals. and then.elltr:: 

(whi'te) wire to the T2- T3. termimil. Two 120 yo: 
cuitsare obta.ined.Remember'that ONLY ONE: 

.' 
.'

1:2.0", .~o·····r,··Z'J'........ T. 
 the rated capacity of the plant will be available 0 
. B either' Of the two separate .120 volt circuits . Bal 

~ . the loa.d as closely as possible between the two c 
cuits.· The two black wires will give 240 volt ~ 
vice. 
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BE SURE THAT A RE

TURN LINE IS INSTAL-' 

LED rROM ~DAY'TANK 


TO MAIN rUEL TANK.~ 


rLEXIBLE LINE BE- -..!III 

TWEEN T.A.NK AND 

SOLID LINE. 

RETURN LINE SHOULD 

PITCH DOWNWARD ALL TOitiNITION 

THE WAY TO SUPPLY 


TANK. AVOID DIPS 

WH ICH TRAP LIQUID 
FUEL. 

COII..T£RN_U 
.. '-.' '. 

-DAY' 
TANK 

UNETO 
CARBURETOR· 

Fig. 3 Reservoir Tank 

tended shu.t down is necessary, an auxiliary gravity feed fuel 
luldbe installed. Fuel from this tank, installed betwe.ah the fuel 
ld the carburetor, flows by gravity to the carburetor,thus re
ny ftiellost through evaporation and promotes quick starting. 
a fuel return line is.connected to the restricted outlet of the 
'r tank, to return excess fuel. to the supply tank, Connectthe 
ly line to the plant fuel pump in the normal manner.. 

AS. - If the plantis equipped lor gas fuel, fuel connections 
must conform to local regulations; In many localities, 

e of foreign matter in the fuel supply will require a filter in the 
d of the pressure regulator. All electric solenoid typeyalve 

reqUired (it is recommended even where not mandatory) and 
e connected as shown on the plant wiring diagra.m .. 

ator supplied for natural 
is designed to operate on . SECONDARY REGULATOR 

essureofnot mor~lthan 5\ Fu~tEf6~~~61D .~t0~~~~~F' 
onnect the supply plant to 

inlet connection pOint. 
ean ...a pp.roved fle.x.. l.b.....e... sec

ntsare equipped to burn 
petroleum gas (LPG) fuel. 
.ts use a combination heat 

er-preSsureregulator. A 
installation diagram is 
shOwing line connections, 

..~.'.If,: '.1. rl.'. ..' ......' .... ..•. . .' . . '...V·A.LV.El. 

_ ')J ... ~.";"~':::..:::::;'..
...~.;::,.::;.ii= .. 

:. ~ . LINE !,,"oJ. .. .Lb~H~£~ 
....STRAINE.R 'SUPPLY~.. LINE TO 

CARBURETOR . . 

Fig. 4 Gas Fuel 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

''"1 ENGINE MISFIRES AT HEAVY LOAD 

Spark plugs defective. Replace. 

Faulty ignition. Clean,adjust, or replacebr.eaker 
pOints, plugs, condensers, coil, etc., 
or retime ignition. 

Clogged carburetor. Clean jets.' 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean. 

Valve lash too tight; Adjust. 

Defective spark plugs, cables. Replace. 

ENGINE MISFmES AT ALL LOADS 

Fouled .spark plugs. 


Defective or wrong spark plug. 


Sticking valves. 


Broken valve spring. 


Defective ignition wires. 


Defective or improperly ad
justed points. 


Defective ignition condenser. 


Improper valve lash. 


Clean and adjust. 


Replace. 


Clean stems and guides. 


Replace .. 


Replace. 


Adjust or replace breaker points. 


Replace. 


Adjust. 


LOW OIL PRESSURE 


Oil too light. 


Oil badly diluted. 


Oil too low. 


Oil relief valve not seating. 


Badly worn engine bearings. 


Drain, refill with proper oil. 


Drain, refill with proper oil. 


Add oil. 


Remove and clean, or replace. 


Replace. 
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POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

LOW OIL PRESSURE (Cont.) , 

Sludge on oil inlet screen. Remove and clean screen. 

Badly worn oil pump. , Repair or replace pump. 

Defective oil pressure gauge. Replace engine or panel unit. 

HIGH OIL PRESSURE 


Oil too heavy. 

, Ciogged oil passage.,' 

, Oil reliet Valve stuck. 

Defective,oil pressure gauge. 

Drain, refill with proper oil. 

, Clean all lines and passages. 

Remove and clean~ 

Replace engine or panel unit. 

PLANT STARTS BUT DOES NOT CONTINUE .TO RUN 

Start button released too soon. Hold in contact longer. 

'Repair. 

" Defective panel equipment. See Controls. 

ENGINE BACKFIRES AT CARBURETOR 

Lean fuel mixture. 


Glogged fuel screen. 


Intake air leak. 


Poor fuel. 


Spark too late. 


Spark plug wires crossed. 


Intake valves leaking. 


Clean or adjust carburetor. 


Clean screen. ' 


Replace flange gaskets, tighten car~ 


buretor. 


Refill with good, fresh fuel. 


Retime ignition. 


Install wires correctly. 


Grind or replace; 


INSTALLAT-.lON 

"CITY" WATER COOLING. - If the plant is designed for pressur 
cooling, refer to the outline drawin 

sUWlied for piping connections, etc. 

EXHAUST. - The engine exhaust gases are deadly poisonous and 
be piped outside any enclosure. The engine exhaus 

let is 1-1/2 inch pipe size" Do not use smaller pipe -increase 
size one pipe size for each additional 10 feet in length. Use a Ie 
flexible tubing between ,the engine exhaust outlet and any pipe ext 
Avoid sharp (standard) pipe elboW'turns. Sweeping (long radius) 
elbows help to keep back pressure toa minimum. 

,If the exhaust line runs upward, install a condensation trap at th 
point, with provision for periodic draining. 

From ('Seamless £xhou. 
Exhaust , t~ From £r:hous 

~,~ OIAlel SIYeeplf1g ,~~~f3 Ouflcf 
Elbow 

Seamless £XhOl.;st Tubing 

Fig. 2 Exhaust 

, The exhaust line should always be shielded where it passes throu 
wall or near inflammable material. A thimble 12" larger than th 
haust line must be provided. extending 9" beyond wall or ceiling 
side. If there is danger at personnel contact with the exhaust lin 
or cover with a suitable insulating material. Consult local regul 
governing such exhaust lines. 

FUEL LINE, GASOLINE. - For most permanent installations, a 
ground fuel tank is required. Cheek 

regulations governing its installation,Lift of fuel from the tank, 
plant fuel pump should not be more than 6 feet. Horizontal fuel t 
should not exceed 50 feet. Most underground tanks require a suc 
tube extending down to within an inch or two of the tank. bottom. : 
sure the fuel supply line is connected to the suction tube. All SUI 

line connections must be air tight. The plant fuel pump inlet is tJ 
for a 1/8 inch pipe thread fitting. 

"DAY" FUEL RESERVOIR TANK. - In standby service, the gene: 
, plant may stand unused for IT. 

days. In this period of shut down, sufficient gasoline may evapoI 
from the carbUretor to lower its fuel level considerably. Prolonl 
cranking will then be necessary to pump enough gaSOline into the 
buretorfor the engine to start. Where automatic, unattended sta 
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'55m~HOGAL 
FUELTANK 

-:TO AUTOMATIC 
LOAD LlNEIRANSFER 

SWITCH. 

~. .' .·MA.INFUSE 

H9~IiP~1S~WcH) 
~ ~I 

:1l<~ 

;r'~~· 

D 
. \~''FU'ELSUPPL'( 

EXHAUST UNE 

I' -1~INCOt.ttING 
,s.ERVICE 

"';::t~-~--""" 
~" I r.-..J!_____r' 

'. ~ LINE'
,\ 

. II , 

~ " 


.AIRlNLET AND OUTLET OPENINGS MAY BE~~1'~~fff :FITTEDWITH .AUTOMA'TIC TYPE SHUTTERS 

Fig.,1 TypicalStandby blstallation 

'SR:RYl.cx ruAG.:NOBIB 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY' 

EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION, L1GHT BLUE SMOKY EXHAUST 

Sludgedrings, excessive bear- Replace worn parts. 
t""': ing .clearances, piston skirt 


collapsed, -worn intake-valve 

guides. 


Oil leaks fromerigine or con Replace gaskets or leaking tubmg. 
nections.This does not cause Tighten screws and connections. 
smoky exhaust. 

Oil -too light or diluted. 	 Dra~. refill with correct .oil. 

'Too large bearing clearance. 	 ..Replace bearmgs. 

'Ollpressure too high. 	 Refer to symptoms of .high oil pres
sure for remedies. 

Engine misfires .. 	 Refer to symptoms of engine misfires. 

Faulty ignition. 	 Clean, adjust, or replace breaker 
pOints, pI ugs, condenser,coil, etc., 
or :retime ignition. 

.	Unit operated at light. or no No remedy needed. 

load for long periods. 


Toonluch oil. 	 Dram excess oil. 

:BLACK, -SMOKY EXHAUST, EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION, 
FOULlNGOF SPARK 'PLUGS WITH BLACKSOOT,POSSlBLE LACK 

OF POWER UNDER HEADY LOAD 

.Fuel mixture too rich. 	 Be sure all jet gaskets are in place 
and tight; and float needle valve gas~ 

.. kens in place and tight. Adjust 
choKe. Install needed carburetor 
parts, adjusffloat leVel. 

Choke not open. 	 See that choke opensproJ;ler Iy . 

Dirty carburetor air cleaner. Clean, refill to proper level. 

. LIGHTPOUNDING KNOCK 
I~ 

Loose-connecting rod bearing. 	 R,eplace. 

http:SR:RYl.cx
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POSSIDLE CAUSE REMEDY 


LIGHT POUNDING KNOCK (Cont.) 

"'" 

Lowoi! supply. Add.oil,. 

Low oil pressure. Refer to symptom of low oil pres
sure £.or reln:edies. " 

Oil badly diluted. Change oil. 

ENGINE STOPS UNEXPECTEDLY 

'Fuel tank empty . Refill. 

Fuel pump failure. Repair or replace. 

High water temperature. See symptoms for engine overheating; 

Defective ignition. Check the ignition system. Repair 
or replace parts necessary. 

DULL METALLIC THUD, IF NOT BAD, MAY DISAPPEAR AFTER 
FEWl'vlINUTES OPERATION. IF BAD, INCREASES WITH LOAD. 

.Loose crankshaft. Replace bearings, unless one of 
the next three remedies permanently 
corrects the trouble. 

. SHARP METALLIC THUD, ESPECIALLY WHEN COLD ENGINE 
FIRST STARTED 

Low oil supply. Add oil. 

Low oilpressure. Refer to symptom of low pressure for 
remedies. 

Oil badly diluted. Change oil. 

PINGING SOUND . WHEN ENGINE IS RAPIDLY ACCELERATED OR 
HEAVILY LOADED 


Carbon in cylinders. Remove carbon. 


Spark too early. Retime ignition. 


Wrong spark plugs. Install correct plugs. 


Spark plugs burned Or carboned. Install new plugs. 


INSTALLATION 


Installation of the generating plant involves its location, connecti 
fuel source, exhaust Une, .. battery installation, and electrical co 
Some special models 'may require connection toa source of.cooli 
water, when no radiator is used. Each installation must be consi 
on an individual basis - use the.se instructions as a general guide 
typical standby installation is ill~strated. 

LOCA TION. - In the average installation, the location has beenp: 
. selected. However, local codes. or regulations ma: 

quire that minor alterations be made to make the' site suitable. 
standby service a warm, indoor site is usually required. Thelo( 
should be dry, well ventilated, and reasonably dust free. Normal 
the plant should be installed near the main fuse or entrance switc] 
Provide for sufficientqlear;:tnce.(241nGhes. recommended) on all £ 
for convetuence ih servicing the plant. , . . 

MOUNTING. - The plant is mounted on a rigid base which providE 
per support. For ease in draining oil, and other f 

icing, the plant may be mounted on raised concrete or heavy timb 
pedestals. Tie down bolts can be used as desired. 

For mobile service, bolt the plant securely in place so that it can 
shift in transit. Extra support for the vehicle floor may be requi: 
to prevent the mounting bolts from tearing loose on rough roads 0 

turning sharp corners . 

VENTILATION. - Ventilation is of vital importance, particularly 
radiator cooled plant. The generator creates a 

tain amount of heat which is blown out to the side of the generator 
siderable engine heat is created that must be removed. If the pIa 
installed in a small room or compartment, or in a boiler room, E 

special precautions against over heating must be taken. 

Cooling 'air is blown out through the front of the radiator. Separa 
openings for inleto! coblihgair a.nd heated outlet air are necessa: 
any enclosu're or room . The outlet opening should be at least as ] 
in area as the radiator area. The usual method of exhausting the 
air is to construct a duct from the front of the radiator to an outs: 
wall opening. If any turns are necessary in the duct work, use ra 
type construction and increase the size accordingly. 

The air inlet opening should be at least as large as the outlet oper 
preferably toward the generator end of the plant. Under normal ( 
ditions a flow of approximately 6140 cubic feet of air per minute" 
provide proper cooling (1535 cu. ft. if the plant is "city" water COl 

It is frequently necessary to prevent back flow of cold outside air 
periods of shut down. Adjustable or flow-actuated shutters may t 
necessary. Automatic motor controlled shutters can be installed 
unattended starting is planned. 
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. GENERATOR 
;...-..::.-~--, --

rat~r produces altefnatingeurrent as noted on the plant name
he generator consists of a 4 pole revolving field type alternator 
~pt on special models, a "static" type exciter with magnetic 

'~ . regulation,' The alternating curr.ent output is generated in the, 
r stator winding attached directly tothe rear end of the engine. 
ing field of the. generator is attached to· the engine flywheel, 
rnsat engine speed. The speed at whlchthe rotor turns deter
ecurrent frequency- thus· the 60 cycle plant must operate at . 
lately 1800 rpm, and the 50 cycle plant.at approximately 1500 
ie, outer end·~of the rotor turns in a large ball bearing. 

onary exciter is used on all models that use a separate auto-· 
rpe starter and b~ttery charging generator. The exciter com- . 
ll'e. mounted .em a," metal· frame attached to the alternator. end 
,areprotected by a sheet metal enclosure. The design of the 
.rid regulator PNyJ(t~s for voltage regulation of plus or minus 
:en no load andfullioadconditions: .Stable generator output is 
led within 2 seconds after a change in load.. The exciter has no 
arts, and requires nO external voltage regulator~ 

ling exciter,used '~n special models designed tollleetrequire
Pennsylvania, is adc generatorof4 pole, revolving armature 
The cicoutput is used for exciting the alternator field. A sep
voltage regulator is used. A series winding of the exciter per
ilseas it permanently connected cranking motor. The exciter 
ed to the outer end of the alternator, thps eliminating the nec
drive belts, etc; . 

_' CONTROLS . 

vary. considerably, depending upon the particular mOdel and 
:r 'options. Engine controls provide for proper control of start 
itoppiIlg, arid for checking Performance (iuringoperation. Most 
.re providedwith safety stopping devices to protect the plant 
nage . under adverseop'eratingconditions . Special plants are 
lly designed to continue running and supply power in an emer
en if conditions are such asto risk extensive plant damage. 

tricalolltput portionot the controls differ also according to 
[eatures. Meters for checking the voltage and applied load,' 
:ime meter, circuilbreaker, ,etc. may be inCluded. . 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

PINGING SOUND WHEN ENGINE IS RAPIDLY ACCELERATED OR 
HEAVILY LOADED (ConL) 

Valves hot. Adjust tappet clearance., 

Fuel stale or low octane. Use good fresh fuel. 

Lean fuel mixture. Clean or adjust carburetor .. 

ENGINE CRANKS TOOSTIFFLY 

Corroded terminals. Clean and tighten terminals. 

Too heavy oil in crankcase. Drain, refill with light oil. 

Weak battery. Test and recharge or replace battery 

Engine stuck. Disassemble and repair. 

Defective cable. .Install new cable. 

ENGINE WILL NOT START WHEN CRANKED 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust, or replace breaker 
. points, plugs, condenser, coil, etc .. , 
retime ignition. 

Lack of· fuel or faulty carbure- Refill the tailk, check the fuel system. 
tion. . Clean, adjust, or replace parts neces

sary. 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean. 

Cylinders flooded. Crank few times with spark plugs re
moved. 

Poor fueL Drain, refill with good fuel. 

Poor compression. Tighten cylinder head and spark plugs. 
If still not corrected, grind the valves. 
Replace piston rings, if necessary. ' 

WroIlg timing. Retime ignition. 

Poor chok~ng. 	 If plant is cold, adjust choke. If plant 
is warm, pull up on choke arm 
momentarily, while cranking. 
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possmLE CAUSE REMEDY 

ENGINE RUNS BUT CURRENT DOES NOT BUILDUP 

.Poor brush contact or dirty .See that brushes seat well, are free 

slip rings. in holders, are not worn too short, 


and have good spring tension. 

Open circuit, short circuit or .See GENERATOR, replace partneces
ground in generator. sary. 

CURRENT UNSTEADY £UT ENGINE NOT MISFIRING 


Speed too low. Adjust governor to correct speed. 


Poor brush contact. See that brushes seat well on slip 

.rings, are free in holders, are not 
worn too short, and have good spring 
tension. 

Loose connections. Tighten connections. 


:Fluctuating load. Correct any abnormal load condition 

causing trouble. 


TAPPING SOUND 

"Tappet clearance too great. Adjust or replace tappets. 

:Broken .va1vespring. Install new spring. 

ROLLOW CLICKING BOUND WITH -COOL ENGINE UNDER LOAD 

Loosepisrons. If noise orily slight and disappears when 
engine warms up, no immediate 
atte~tion needed. Otherwise replace 
worn parts. 

VOLTAGE LOW AT FAR END OF LINE BUT NORMAL NEAR POWER 
UNIT 

Too small line wire for load Install larger or extra wires or reduce 
and distance. load. 

-MOTORS RUN TOO SLOWLY AND OVERHEAT AT FAR END OF LINE 
BUT OK NEAR POWER UNIT 

Too sman line wire for load lnstalilarger or extra wires, or reduce 
and distance. load. 

DESCRIPT10N 


Each Onan generating plant-of the EF series is a complete unit c 
ing of a spark ignition type drivirig engine, a self excited alterna' 
current generatOi',aild·controls and aCcessories according to th 
u1a.rmodel and purchaser options . 

The ·electrical characteristics of·the plantvary·according to the 
ular model.and are noted·on the Onan nameplate attached·to the u 
1£ it ever .becomes necessary to contact a dealer or the factoryrl 
ing-theplant, ·be sure·to.mention the·complete Model and Spec. N 
and'tbe Serial No. as given on the Onan nameplate. This namepl; 
information is necessary to properly identify the plant among the 
types and variations manufactured. Refer to the engine namepla1 
when requesting engine information from its manufacturer. 

Each generating plant is given a complete rtmDing.test unde.rvarj 
electrical load conditions, -and is carefully inspected before leav:i 
factory. Inspect the plant carefully for any damage which may ru 

- occurred in shipment. Any such damage must be repaired befor. 
ting the plant in operation. 

EliGINE 

The engine is a Ford industrial va spark ignition type and is dese 
iIi the Ford manual. The specific engine used may have variatior 
to optional features of the generating plant. Basically the engine 
a cylinder, V type, overhead valve,water cooled type; The cylil 
bore is 3.75 inches, piston stroke is 3.30 inches, and displacem4 
292 cubic inches. The standard oil capacity is 5 U. S. quarts, pll 
quart for the oil filter. A 12 volt battery is used for starting and 
trol circuits, except on special models that require 36 volt currt 
Accessories, safety devices, indicating gauges, types of fuel use 
cooling m-ethod may vary according to the model and purchaser ()' 
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PLANT RUNNING HOURS 

PARED 'Tty ;AUTOMOBILERUNNING MILES 

of your generating plant D?akes as many revolutions in one 
Ie average automobile engine does when the car travels a dis-
miles", . 

~ hours time on a generating plant engine is equivalent in total 
?roximately 4100 running miles on an automobile. 

:1e running time of your generating plant engine with the num
!s traveJ;ed by an automobile. The oil in an auto is checked 
:>r twohundred miles (3 to 5 hrs. running time) and changed 
to 1500 miles (28 to 42 hrs.) whereas ina generating plant 

ry power engine, the oil should be checked every 6 to 8 run
(250 to 350 miles) and changed every 50 to 100 operating hours 
00 miles) depending on operating conditi()ns. 

y 5,000 to 10,000 miles (120 to 250 hours), services Imve to 
ed.on an auto, such as checking ignition points, replacing 
, condensers, etc. Similarly on your generating plant en

~ same services have to be performed periodically except the 
iod is reckoned in hours. 10, 000 miles on an auto is equiva
t250 running hours on your plant engine. 

t an apprOximate figure of comparative generating plant run
as against automobile engine running miles, multiply the total 
running hours by 41 to find the equivalent of running miles on. 
ile. . . 

ating plant engiile can "take it" and will give many hours Of 
~rformance provided it is serviced regularly. 

chart showing the comparison between a generating plant en
g hour s and an automobile running miles. 

'G PLANT AUTOMOBlliE GENERATING PLANT AUTOMOBILE 
HOURS RUNNING MILES RUNNING BOURS 


1 Hr. 41 ML 
4 Hrs. 164 Mi. 
6 Hrs. 246 Mi. 
8 Brs. 328 Mi. 

7 Brs. 287 Mi. 
28 Brs. 1,148 Mi. 
42 Hrs. 1,722Mi. 
56 Hrs. 2,296 Mi. 

30 Hrs. 
MONTHLY 120 Brs. 
AVERAGE 180 Brs. 

240 Brs. 

365 Hrs, 
YEARLY 1,460 Hrs. 

AVERAGE 2, 190 Brs. 

RUNNING MILES 

1,230 Miles 
4,920 Miles 
7,380 Miles 
9,840 Miles 

14,965 Miles 

59,860 Miles 

89,790 Miles 


2,920 Brs. 119,720 Miles 

Electric generating plants do not operate economically 
when used to power electric refrigerl:}tors and will add 
from 4 to 8 operating hours per day in addition to the 
regular lighting load. 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

ENGINE OVERHEATING 

Low water in radiator. 


Overloaded. 


Improper lubrication. 


Radiator obstructed. 


Ignition timing late. 


. Improper ventilation. 

RefUl radiator. 

Remove part of load. 

See Low Oil Pressure. 

Clean radiator. 

Adjust ignition timing. 

.Provide for better air change . 

STARTER WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE 


Discharged battery. 

Corroded terminals. 

Loose connections .I 
Defective starter relay. 

Test and recharge or replace battery• 


Clean and tighten terminals. 


Tighten connections. 


Clean. contacts if necessary. Replace 

switch if necessary. 

'': 
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Text Box
If you need help with your old Onan, visit the “Smart Guys” at The Stak. They have many years of experience and they are happy to help. http://www.smokstak.com/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=1
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GENERAL INfORMATION 

This instruction book contains information for the. proper insta 
operation, and maintenance,of your equipment. We suggest tl 
book be kept handy so that it can be referred to when necessary 

This equipment is the result of proven engineering deSign, 
quality materials, and expert workmanship. Thorough inspecl 
testing assures you that this equipment will perform as expect 

If you wisn to contact your dealer"QT the factory regarding this 
ment, be sure to supply the complete MODEL and SPEC. lITO. ,: 
full serial number of the equipment: as shown _ on the lUllIlep1a.te 
information is necessary to identify the equipment among-tb 
basic and special optional types manufac:tured. 

llANUFACI'URER'S WARRANTY 

The Manufacturer warrants each product of its manufacture to be 
free from defects in material and factory workmanship if properly 
installed, serviced and operated under normal conditions accord
ing to the Manufacturer's instructions . 

.Manufactmer's obligation under this warranty is limifed to cor· 
recting without charge at its factory any part or parts thereof 
which shall· be returned to its factolY or one of its Authorized 
Service Stations, transportation charges prepaid, within ninety 
(90) days after being put into service by the original user, l!lld 
which upon examination shall disclose to the },il!llufacturer's sat· 
jsfaction to have been originally defective. Correction o( such de
fects byrepair to, or supplying of replacements for defective parts, 
shall constitute fulflllment of all obligations to original user. 

This warranty shall not apply to any of the Manufacturer's prod
ucts which must be replaced becaUse of normal wear, which have 
been subject to misuse, negligence or accident or which shall have 
·been repaired or altered outside of the Manufacturer's factory 1m
less autllOri:z.ed by the ManufactUrer. 

Manufacturer shall not be liable for loss. damage or expense 
y

d.ir..ect1 ..r .... ir ... c.dy 
f.(0.m the use. o.fits. ~rod .. ....o ... ind ....e . .. .....ll.Ct or from any. o.·.th 1]'. .eT....cause. The Manufacturer makes·no warranty whatsoever .WIth Ie .qiectto co1nponent p~whicli are wammtedsepaTl!teiybj- their ~ -, '.. 

respective manufactureIli; .. 

The above warranty supersedes and is in lieu of all other war
ranties, expressed or implied. and no person, agent or dealer. is 
autllOrized to give any warranties on behalf of !;he Manufacturer 
nor to assume for the Manufacturer any other liabilitv in connee- . 
tion with allY of its products unless made in writing and signed 
by an officer of the Manufacturer:- . 

IMPORTANT 


RETURN WARRANTY GARD ATTACHED TO UNIT 


http:autllOri:z.ed
http:lUllIlep1a.te







